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One Step Closer
to a Shelter
The Fullerton Planning Commission
voted 4-1 (Carvalho “no”) to approve a
conditional use permit for local nonprofit Illumination Foundation to operate a 60-bed recuperative care and 90bed navigation center with social services for the homeless in an existing industrial
building
at
3535
West
Commonwealth Avenue.
A recuperative care facility assists
homeless people who have medical
issues and are discharged from a hospital—giving them a place to recover
instead of sending them back onto the
streets. The navigation center will provide shelter and social services to help
people get back on their feet.
The facility will provide 24-hour
staffing and security personnel on three
shifts. There will be three security
guards present during overnight hours
(11pm-7am), and two security guards
present during the day.
The Dec. 11 Planning Commission
meeting was packed with residents,
business owners, advocates for the
homeless expressing their views on the
proposed project.
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Families celebrate at the Fullerton Winter Market on Saturday, December 7 at the Downtown Plaza. Photo by Mike Ritto.

Habitat for Humanity Opens New Homes
by Jesse La Tour
Habitat for Humanity of Orange
County welcomed three families to their
new homes in Fullerton at a dedication
ceremony on December 7 on Valencia
Ave.
Habitat for Humanity of Orange
County is a nonprofit organization that
seeks to eliminate substandard housing
through advocacy, education and partnership with families and individuals in
need to build decent, sustainable, and
affordable housing.
The Flores, Romero, and Nurhusen
families were given the keys and mortgages to their new homes, which they
helped build, with the support of volunteers and donors.
“We call it sweat equity,” Chris

Baiocchi from Habitat for Humanity
said. “Our families not only are buying
the houses, but each family gives us
about 500 hours of work…When it’s
done, not only is it a home they have
bought, it’s a home they know literally
inside and out.”
The Flores family has been living in a
small apartment in Anaheim for the last
9 years. The apartment complex was
recently sold and the family has been
living with the fear that they might have
to find a new place to rent. In addition to
being worried about not having a place
to live, they have been working to send
daughters Maria and Aurelie to college,
while contributing financial support to
grandmother Maria.
Continued on page 2

FULLERTON HOMELESS ENCAMPMENT CLEARED
On a rainy Wednesday morning,
December 4, the Fullerton Police
Department, in conjunction with the
Orange County Health Care Agency and
non-profits City Net and Illumination
Foundation, cleared the homeless
encampments that have existed along
parts of Gilbert and Valencia for the past
several months.
No arrests were made, and all those
encamped were offered shelter at a facility run by Illumination Foundation, as
well as access to social services.
For at least the past year, Fullerton
(and many surrounding cities) have been
legally unable to enforce their anticamping ordinances due to the Martin v.
Boise court case (which states that if
cities do not have adequate shelter beds,
they cannot enforce anti-camping ordi-

nances), and Fullerton’s settlement
agreement in the Orange County
Catholic Worker v. County of Orange
case—which allows enforcement only if
shelter beds are available.
Federal Judge David O. Carter
allowed this limited enforcement of
Fullerton’s anti-camping ordinances
because of the positive steps the city has
taken in the past year to provide homeless services, including funding for shelters in Placentia and Buena Park (coming online next year), a Safe Parking
program for those living in their vehicles, opening the Armory shelter earlier
than normal, and funding toward a proposed recuperative care/navigation center for the homeless on Commonwealth
Ave. near the airport.
Continued on page 3

First Night in
Fullerton
The city of Fullerton will be celebrating the 28th anniversary of the annual
“First Night Fullerton” on Tuesday,
December 31 from 7:00 p.m. to 12 midnight. This popular family-oriented,
alcohol-free event will take place in
Downtown Fullerton on Harbor Blvd.,
Pomona Ave., and Wilshire Ave. The
event is free to the public. This year’s
festival will feature musical stage performances by a variety of bands, roaming entertainment, games, food vendors,
activities and more. The festival ends at
midnight as the sky lights up with an
incredible aerial display of fireworks to
ring in the New Year.

Student Chat Session
Involving Shooting
Up the School
Over Thanksgiving break, a parent
notified Beechwood School administration that she had discovered her child
had participated in a private Instagram
discussion on November 27 with 9 other
8th grade students, in which they joked
about shooting up the school. There
were references to specific areas—classrooms, the office, the quad—as well as
specific teachers to be targeted.
The parent also notified the Fullerton
Police Department on Nov. 30 and the
police immediately began an investigation which found the students had no
access to weapons, were remorseful, and
said they were joking. FPD notified the
school principal on the afternoon of
Sunday, Dec. 1 that there was no credible threat.
Continued on page 5
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The Nurhusen family cuts the ribbon to their new home.

Habitat for Humanity Opens
Three New Homes in Fullerton
Continued from frontpage
“The home will help to improve our
financial stability because the money we
save will be an investment in our
future,” Maria Flores said.
The Nurhusen family has been living
in a 2-bedroom apartment in Stanton for
the last 10 years. About four years ago,
the father of the family passed away, and
the burden of supporting the family fell
on the mother’s shoulders. She’s been
juggling two nursing assistant jobs
while taking care of her family when the
family’s income drastically changed.
The good news is her children are going
to college. The bad news is the cost of
tuition is high.
Omar Nurhusen, who has started
attending college said, “I know after this
experience I’m definitely going to start
going to more volunteering events.”
The Romero family are currently living in a one-bedroom apartment in Santa
Ana. During the 14 years that the
Romero family has been renting the
apartment, they have witnessed their
home slowly falling apart. Not only has
it been falling apart, but the neighborhood is not the safest.

“Owning a house would really
strengthen our bond as a family and provide stability that will last for a lifetime
of memories,” Avelino Flores said.
“Every parent’s dream is to have a
home where they can raise their children
and today, thanks to all you guys, you
made the Romero family’s dream come
true,” Jasmine Romero said.
“Now, more than ever, Orange County
needs affordable housing. Every day,
hardworking families are priced out of
housing and forced to remain in unsafe,
overcrowded, or unhealthy homes and
apartments,” said Chris Baiocchi during
the dedication ceremony. “And every
day I am proud to work alongside
donors, volunteers, and team members
who believe there is a way to help.”
Sharon Ellis, president/CEO of
Habitat for Humanity of Orange County
said that these new homes bring their
total to 223 affordable homes in the
county over the past 30 years.
“Together we give families the chance
to build the stability they need so they
can transform their lives, and also
change the future of their children,”

Meet Mehul,
The Observer’s
Chief Digital Officer
Mehul Desai is the man
responsible for re-designing the Fullerton Observer
web site to bring us into
the 21st century.
He began volunteering
for the paper in 2019 with
the goal of setting up “a
sophisticated digital newsroom for the Observer.”
Utilizing his Master’s
degree in computer science, he developed the site to
include e-commerce where people can now purchase
subscriptions and ads directly online.
Readers can also sign up for a digital newsletter,
which is sent out every week. People can read the print
edition online, and can access archives of the paper.
The Observer is now approved for Google news.
When asked what he likes about living in Fullerton,
Mehul says, “One of the things that fascinates me is
that this area is one of the most diverse districts in the
country. It’s about 33% Latino, 33% white, and 33%
Asian. It’s also 50% Republican and 50% Democrat.
Also, it’s a nice city—really good parks and schools.”
Mehul is married and has two daughters.
Thank you, Mehul for making the web site great!
Visit www.fullertonobserver.com to see Mehul’s handiwork.

The Flores (above) and Romero (below) families
receive the keys to their new homes.

Ellis said.
John Boyle, president of Automobile
Club of Southern California donated a
car to each family as well.
New homes will be built across the

alley from these homes starting in
January.
For more information visit www.habitatoc.org.
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FULLERTON HOMELESS
ENCAMPMENT CLEARED
Continued from frontpage
Speaking of the encampment, Sgt. Jon
Radus of the Fullerton Police
Department said, “It’s a public health
risk.” He said that the enforcement is
“really to give those residents who live
in this residential community a break
from this encampment.”
Radus explained that the Fullerton
Police Department’s Homeless Liaison
team, along with City Net, has been conducting outreach at the encampment
since June.
“Our goal was not to arrest people,”
Radus said. “Our goal was to get compliance—to clean this area up for the
residents, and to get those who were in
the encampment off the street.”
At its peak, the Gilbert encampment
had 25-30 people. Notices went up on
November 18 that enforcement would
begin on December 4. By early
Wednesday morning, about 10 people
were left—all of whom either left or
were placed in shelter or by around 9am.
Judge Carter was present at the clearing of the encampment to make sure
people were treated humanely and
offered the assistance they need.
There was a woman at the encampment who did not have shoes. As she
stood on the wet sidewalk, Judge Carter
removed his shoes and gave them to her.

County workers clean up debris and tents from the former homeless encampment on Gilbert. Photo by Jesse La Tour.

One Step Closer to a Shelter
Continued from frontpage
Many members of the faith community
urged the commission to approve the
project.
Some surrounding business owners and
residents expressed concern about loss of
property values or business patrons.
Owners of Kiddie Learning Academy, a
preschool across the street from the proposed project expressed concern over
safety.
To address these fears, the Planning
Commission added conditions to the
agreement that necessitate regular meetings between Illumination Foundation
and surrounding businesses and neighbors to communicate any issues that arise.
The Fullerton facility will not allow
walk-up clients to enter. People will be
allowed to enter the facility only if they
have been referred by a service provider
(such as City Net, Orange County Health
Care Agency, or the City of Fullerton
Homeless Liaison officers).
Public outreach for the project included
two community meetings on November 1
at the Fullerton Public Library, and

November 4 at Valencia Elementary
School.
Illumination Foundation also conducted
outreach to the (former) homeless
encampment at Gilbert & Valencia and
engaged with 20 individuals, of whom 15
have been successfully transitioned to
bridge housing.
On July 2, the City Council adopted a
resolution declaring a shelter crisis.
On November 5, Fullerton City Council
voted to provide $500,000 of City funds
for the development of the project.
Illumination Foundation currently runs
6 recuperative care centers. They are the
largest provider of such services in the
nation.
Orange County is in the midst of a
homelessness crisis, with the number of
unsheltered homeless individuals increasing by 52 percent since the 2017 Point in
Time Count. The most recent count determined there were 308 unsheltered individuals experiencing homelessness in
Fullerton.
To learn more about the Illumination
Foundation visit www.ifhomeless.org.

A member of the public urges the Planning Commission
to approve the project. Photo by Jane Rands.
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FULLERTON CITY COUNCIL NOTES
DECEMBER 3 MEETING
The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video
of council meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

Closed Session: Before every public city council meeting, there is a “closed
session” in which council meets with various parties to discuss items outside the
view of the public. During this closed session, Council met with staff to discuss
negotiations with the city’s employee unions regarding salaries, benefits and working conditions. Council also met with legal counsel regarding the following lawsuit
against the city: Rosa Garcia De Reyes v. City of Fullerton.

Water Contamination Update
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra, who is
also Fullerton’s representative on the
board of the Orange County Water
District (OCWD), gave updates on two
ongoing water contamination issues:
PFAS
and
the
North
Basin
Contamination.
Regarding PFAS, Zahra reference the
recently-released film “Dark Waters,”
which is about this issue. PFAS, a group
of man-made chemicals, were manufactured by companies Dupont and 3M
starting in the 1950s as grease and water
repellents. They are very prevalent—in
about 95% of all humans’ blood in the
world.
At certain levels they have been found
to be linked to cancer and other illnesses. States have been looking at different
ways to regulate these, as they are found
in our water.
OCWD has detected about 71 wells in
the county that have PFAS in levels that
are above the level at which the public
must be notified, including wells in
Fullerton.
“Some of our wells have about 9 parts
per trillion, some a little higher. The levels at which it becomes dangerous, or
linked to cancer, is above 70 parts per
trillion,” Zahra said.
The state wants to lower the maximum
contaminant limit to 5 parts per trillion.
The cost to do this is estimated to be
about $850 million over ten years. While
OCWD and cities work to secure fund-

ing for the cleanup (through legislation
and legal action against polluters like
DuPont), OCWD has put together a policy to fund the treatment and 50% of the
maintenance and operation of these
wells.
City Manager Ken Domer noted that
our Public Works Director Meg
McWade recently attended a conference
in Sacramento about PFAS. He said that
there is a page devoted to PFAS on the
City’s web site.
“It’s a very serious issue that we’re
pursuing,” Domer said. “It’s going to be
very costly and we’re waiting for the
state to provide some funding to help
with the cost.”
Zahra also gave a brief update on the
North Basin contamination—a 5-mile
plume of contamination linked to past
aerospace manufacturing in parts of
Fullerton and Anaheim. The EPA was
supposed to list this as a “Superfund
site” (which would allow federal money
and resources to help with cleanup) this
past October. Unfortunately, this listing
was delayed, so now there’s a timeline
of Spring.
Despite this, it appears that things are
moving at the EPA because they’ve
recently requested putting together
working group to be interviewed by the
EPA regarding the contamination as part
of their community engagement. Zahra
said he believes this indicates that it is
actually moving along.

New Mayor Jennifer Fitzgerald commends outgoing Mayor Jesus Silva.

Fitzgerald Selected as Mayor,
Flory as Mayor Protem
Each December, the City Council
votes to appoint one of its members to
serve as Mayor, and another to serve as
Mayor Protem.
Mayor Silva nominated Jennifer
Fitzgerald to serve as Mayor in 2020,
and council voted 4-1 (Whitaker “no”)
to approve this appointment.
Fitzgerald then nominated Jan Flory
to serve as Mayor Protem even though
she was not the most senior member, she
was appointed—not elected—and has
said she will not run for re-election in
2020.
Of all the council members, the only
one who has never served as Mayor or
Mayor Protem is District 5 representative Ahmad Zahra, though no one nominated him.
Whitaker nominated himself for
Mayor Protem.
Councilmembers Zahra, Fitzgerald,
and Flory voted to approve Flory. Silva
and Whitaker voted to approve
Whitaker. Thus, Flory will serve as
Mayor Protem for 2020.
After the selection process, Jesus
Silva was honored for his service as
Mayor in 2019.

“Mayor Silva’s passionate and ardent
advocacy of solutions to homelessness
locally, his advocacy with the Federal
Judge who is overseeing all the homelessness cases in Orange County, is
admirable,” Fitzgerald said. She presented him with a gavel and his
“Mayor’s Parking” placard.
“I’ve always appreciated your sense
of fairness and civility, and your successful attempts to try to elevate the tone
and the nature of how we conduct business here,” Whitaker said.
Silva said that he found the experience
of being a full-time teacher and also the
Mayor a challenging, but rewarding
experience.
His wife, Assemblymember Sharon
Quirk-Silva said, “This mayor has
worked tirelessly this year and given
many hours on behalf of Fullerton.”
Newly-appointed Mayor Fitzgerald
laid out some of her priorities for
Fullerton in 2020. These include building Pearl Park, opening new trails in
West Coyote Hills, finding a sustainable
revenue source for improving our roads,
and making downtown more of a destination.

Agenda Forecast

Coyote Hills: 2 Parcels to be Purchased by City
The council will discuss the purchase of 2 parcels in West
Coyote Hills on the east side of Gilbert at Tuesday, December
17 council meeting at 6:30pm at Fullerton City Hall. Parcel 1
(10.4 acres) and Parcel 3 (13.7 acres) will add to the Bob Ward
Preserve already owned by the city and Parcel 2 which was
traded in exchange for park dwelling fees that would have
been triggered by the Chevron/Pacific Coast Homes 760 home
development. The remaining acreage on the east side of
Gilbert appears to be tied to the development plan including

buy out of the nearby church to build a 2,400 sq foot nature
center. The purchase is made possible by funds secured by
State Assemblywoman Sharon Quirk-Silva and former
Senator Josh Newman, and Coastal Conservancy, Rivers &
Mountains Conservancy, and other grants and donations.
Chevron will be required to complete remediation on the 100year-old oil property. For more information attend the council
session or visit open item 15 on the Dec 17 council agenda
online at www.cityoffullerton.com.

The next Fullerton City Council meeting will be on Tuesday, December 17 at
6:30pm at City Hall. Items on the agenda include: West Chapman Ave.
Infrastructure Improvements, City
Council Regular Closed Session
Meeting
Start
Time
Change,
Designation of 200 North Cornell Ave.
as a Local Landmark, Downtown Paid
Parking Pilot Program Extension,
Annual Financial Report, Speed Bump
Policy, Contact for Crossing Guard
Services.
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Student Chat Session Involving
Shooting Up the School Continued from frontpage
Parents were notified about the inci- was funny…Mind you, these are super
dent on Monday, Dec. 2 and again in a good kids, most of whom I’ve known
Dec. 6 email notice with a more exten- since kindergarten. In this day and age,
sive description of what took place you can’t take a ‘joke’ like that and not
along with an invitation to those with really investigate it and take it seriously.
continuing concerns to contact the prin- The context of our society just requires
cipal and/or attend a meeting on that we are vigilant and careful and that
we look into this.”
Monday, Dec 9 at 6pm at the school.
Thirty parents showed up for the
meeting held by Principal Julie Graham,
Impact and Response
Assistant Principal Hannah Lim,
Graham gave credit to the parent for
District Supt. Robert Pletka, and several
both monitoring her child’s social media
other school and district officials.
and reporting the group chat to the
Principal Graham said that the chat
school and police. The police visited
“started out very jokingly… a bunch of
homes and interviewed the students and
silly memes like turkeys crossing the
deemed that there was not an intentional
road, a meme about wearthreat, that there was no
ing your fat pants at
motive, and no access to
Thanksgiving dinner…and
any of the weapons disthen a boy posted a picture
cussed within the thread.
The
group
chat
of his dog and then over the
On Monday morning
was discovered
dog he put stickers—sunDec 2, school officials
glasses, a cigar, and a neon
by a parent of
started their own investiwater pistol. And someone
one of the
gation.
chimed in, ‘That’s the next
All children involved
students
who
school shooter.’”
met
with four different
reported it to
“It went on from there to
adults: the school psykids talking back and forth
the school and
chologist, the assistant
about the school and differthe police
principal, the school
ent areas of the school that
counselor, and the prindepartment.
they would go to if they
cipal. Each was given a
were going to shoot up the
psychological
risk
school—different locations
assessment to determine
and different weapons they
whether they were a danmight bring,” Graham said.
ger to themselves or oth“The weapons that are listed are all
ers. The school counselor met with the
things these kids don’t have access to.
students to help them understand the
They are things they see on Overwatch
significance of their actions.
and Fortnite [popular video games].”
As part of their discipline, each stu“When you read the thread of converdent was tasked with researching three
sation, the tone is flippant, irreverent,
different recent school shootings and
highly inappropriate, but it’s not dark
making a presentation of what they had
and stormy,” Principal Graham said.
learned to their parents and school per“You can tell that the kids thought this
sonnel. In addition, the students are not

Superintendent Dr. Robert Pletka addresses parents at a Dec. 9 meeting.
allowed to have phones at school for the
rest of the school year, are required to
use staff restrooms, and are subject to
backpack checks on demand.
Graham said school officials went into
each 6th, 7th, and 8th grade classroom to
share the facts of the incident with all
147 middle school students and to talk
about school and Internet safety and
other concerns.
Counselors were made available to
students who were not involved but who
were still feeling concerned. A handout
was sent to all parents about safety
issues with resource links and contacts
of school officials for more information.
Fullerton
School
District
Superintendent Dr. Robert Pletka said,
“We take this very seriously. We are
very good partners with the police…
They called us and they let us know that
it was not a credible threat. If it were different, if there were a credible threat,
there wouldn’t have been school. That’s
my commitment to you.”
About ten parents spoke at the meeting – half expressed gratitude regarding
how the school handled the incident and
half said that in the future they would
like the school to notify them immediately when something like this happens.
“If FPD investigated and found no
credible threat, we should have been
informed of that,” said one mother. “I
want the knowledge to make my own
decisions. I feel I had no say. We should
have been notified on Sunday.”
Principal Graham told parents that, in
the event that there is a credible safety
issue, parents will be notified immediately. She said that the meeting had been
called because other parents had
expressed similar concerns and that this
is a learning experience.
Graham, whose own children attend

Beechwood, said that this incident
helped her realize that the school should
do a better job communicating to parents
how to supervise their children online.
She acknowledged that this involves a
balance between privacy and safety. She
shared a few websites and products that
parents can use to manage and monitor
their children’s social media, including
Google family link, and Circle Plus.

School Emergency Plan
Also discussed at the meeting were the
school’s emergency plans and procedures currently in place in case of a real
threat. The school has three different
types of drills— fire, earthquake, and
lockdown, according to Graham. All
staff members undergo Active Shooter
Training, which involves instruction
from law enforcement, as well as practice simulations.
On Halloween 2018, there was an
actual lockdown at Beechwood School
following a stabbing in the parking lot at
EV Free church. The perpetrator was
moving toward Beechwood School and
the police thought the person might be
on school premises.
“We were locked down before the
police ever thought the person was
here,” Graham said. “After that incident,
we were commended by the FPD for
how well the school responded.”
For more information about discussing difficult situations with your
child,
visit
www.pta.org/familyresources/health/EmotionalHealth/Discussing-Difficult-SituationsWith-Your-Children.
For a great web site with resources
and free lesson plans for preventing
school violence look under “Programs”
at www.sandyhookpromise.org.

The DOWNTOWN Report
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Holiday Season Kickoff

The Cooper family.

Brianna Toledo and Jacob McCann.

Fullerton Winter Market 2019 was held on Saturday, December 7 at the
Downtown Plaza and since the rain clouds were finally dissipating, many turned out
for photos with Santa, craft and food vendors, entertainment, and kids activities
including a snow slide. The key word was FREE! Of the many who took the stage,
no surprise, it was the youngest among us who got the most attention. Of note were
the children between the ages of 2 and 6 from Wilshire Avenue Community
Preschool, Lighthouse Preschool and Fullerton First Presbyterian Church’s Spark
after School Program. The tree lighting ceremony took place later in the day, and we
hear there was a great turnout. There was an endless parade of photo takers in front
of the tree, some of them are seen here.

Spice it Up, Light it Up
The
community
came
together
at the
Downtown
Plaza for
the annual
Love
Fullerton,
an all
volunteer
day.

2019 in Review
The year started with a celebration of
Fullerton Union High School’s 125 year
anniversary and the opening of a few
new downtown businesses. Jan Flory
was appointed to the City Council in
order to fill an at large seat. She is now
Mayor Pro-Tem. An aviation/spacecraft
museum was proposed for the former
Pontiac Showroom on Commonwealth
and work began on the Fullerton Dairy
on Raymond. Everything takes time, eh?
Downtown parking at night became a
flat $4 fee on some private lots.
Fullerton’s first affordable transit-oriented community opened on West Santa
Fe, and Ubatuba Açai opened at Harbor
and Chapman. Unity Salon in Villa del
Sol turned 25, and the annual Mardi
Gras for Autism took place behind
Bourbon Street, and was, once again, a
rousing success. Faces of Fullerton took
to the Downtown Plaza and a new event,
Community Spirit Food Festival

brought divergent communities together,
as they also did at the Downtown Plaza
for the annual Love Fullerton, an all volunteer day. Once they all assembled and
got their Service Day t- shirts and
assignments, they spread out all over
Fullerton to help their neighbors with
many different improvement projects.
That gets us halfway through 2019,
and of course on the first day of Summer
Day of Music brought every imaginable
type of music not just to downtown venues but all over, north, south, east, and
west, and included a live radio broadcast. The following day was Airport
Day, which featured amazing aircraft of
course, and another helping of live
music. That’s likely about all of the reminiscing one newspaper audience can
take at one time, but if this goes over
well, maybe we’ll take you through the
rest of the year next issue.

Pop Opp
Here we go, yet another ‘bar’ downtown! This one will be called Temperance Bar
and will pop up the third Friday of January if all goes well and every third Friday
of the month thereafter. They will serve only non-alcoholic craft cocktails, not
juice, coffee or tea, just the cocktails without the alcohol. I read about this concept
a while back, but this is the first and only one of its kind in Orange County, so if
you want to have fun in a different setting, this is your place. Find it at the Rialto
Café on Wilshire.

In our last issue you learned that funds were being raised in order to add to the
festive holiday decorations in our downtown, and as of this writing, over $11,000 in
private donations has been raised to do just that. Recent heavy rains slowed down
the installation crews but work has resumed and banners will be installed by the
time you read this. Already installed are bows on Amerige, wreaths for the Museum
Plaza, and garland to wrap the City seal at City Hall. Head downtown and take a
look when you can, and, of course, Shop Fullerton First.

Photo Quiz
QUESTION:
Rumor is,
this (at right)
is Sasquatch.
What
Downtown
corner was
he on when
this photo
was taken?
Send your answer
to Mike at
AllMedia
@sbcglobal.net

LAST ISSUE
ANSWER:
Question: Name the
building in the reflection (at left) and tell us
where it is.
Answer: Fullerton
Towers just north of
Hillcrest Park and the
home of “Duffy” the
egret.
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“HAPPY HOLIDAYS!” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

Santa Arrived by Helicopter!
Story and Photo by Jere Greene
Right on time, Santa and his faithful
Elf landed at Fullerton Airport to the
cheers of hundreds of expectant children
and their doting parents.
Taking a seat in a huge tent filled with
toys, Santa met with members of each
family who were assured by his Elf after
checking the magic scroll, that indeed,

each child had a record of being good
this year. Each child was given a peppermint candy stick, and then was
allowed to pick out a gift from the tables
in the tent.
This annual free event is scheduled
each December to coincide with the
Classic Aircraft Display which is presented on the second Sunday of each
month.

1. Prof. helpers
4. Band gear
5. 2000 movie "Dude Where's My
___?"
6. Resignation
8. Precious stone
9. UC Berkeley, to locals
10. One or two-humped animal
12. Relaxation spot
14. Fullerton hardware store
17. ___ King Cole
18. Tail movement
19. "He's ___ dad!" (adoring father)
22. In debt
23. "Entourage" character Gold
24. Genetic initials

26. Siamese or Burmese
27. Candied side
28. "Finger of God" in astrological
chart
29. Dynamite
30. Revolutionary Guevara
31. ___ Cinemas Buena Park
32. Buddhist temple
34. The fairy tale princess slept___
37. More leveled
38. Clarifying liquids, especially wine
39. Edit out
40. Armadas
41. Christmas shrub
46. French goodbye
47. Type of wave
48. Sleep annoyance

DOWN
1. Toyota truck
2. Asian nurse
3. Christmas tree type
6. Main witch in "Macbeth"
7. East African nation
11. Centerpiece at Hanukkah
12. Winter impression
13. Fruity Italian bread served at
Christmas
15. Peppermint stick
16. Christmas beverage flavored
dessert

20. Pre-preschool, maybe
21. Vacation
22. Series of eight notes
25. Christmas calendar
32. Meaning foot
33. Police rank, abbr.
35. None
36. Janet Reno and William Barr, abbr.
41. Fedora and beret
42. Father of Thor
43. "The Love Boat" deck
44. Shakespeare’s King
45. Christmas log

ACROSS

Families Across Orange County Gather to
Pack Thousands of Food Boxes for Seniors
In celebration of National Family
Volunteer Day the OC Food Bank, a
program of Community Action
Partnership of Orange County, hosted one of their largest volunteer
events of the year. An estimated
1,700 volunteers
gathered on
Saturday, November 23 to pack food

boxes that were distributed to lowincome seniors across Orange
County, as well as parts of LA and
Riverside Counties.
Community Action Partnership of
Orange County is an anti-hunger and
poverty relief organizations.
Visit www.ocfoodbank.org.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman
Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on
2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W. Valencia Dr., Fullerton.
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

FSD SCHOOL TOURS
New Program
FSD recently invited me and a variety
of adults interested and/or involved in
FSD and its school programs to spend a
morning visiting 3 schools in the
District. This was the 1st FSD’s
Innovative and Exemplary Programs
School Tours offered for the 2019-2020
school year. The tours are designed to
highlight the diversity of learning opportunities offered at FSD schools. This
tour began at Acacia. Later, we were
bused to Parks Junior High and ended at
Pacific Drive School. We then returned
to Acacia to our cars.

Acacia School
People as pictured : FJUHSD Board President Joanne Fawley, Troy High School
Student, Megan Loh, Superintendent, Dr. Scott Scambray

Congratulations Megan Loh!
As part of the November 12 FJUHSD
Board
meeting,
the
Trustees,
Superintendent Dr. Scott Scambray , and
Troy High School Principal, Dr. Will
Mynster honored Troy High student
Megan Loh for receiving a 2019 Girl
Scout National Gold Award.
The Girl Scout organization recognizes the National Gold Award as its
highest honor. The girls who receive this
award show bold initiative to solve
problems that they see in the world
around them. Their innovative
approaches must address a challenge
that is a national or even international
issue and provide solutions that are sustainable and make significant impacts.
The ten 2019 Girl Scout senior/ ambassador recipients and their projects are
found
at
www.girlscouts.org/NationalGoldAward
. Ms. Loh achieved this award from her
ongoing work supporting girls’ involvement in STEM and STEAM educational
exploration. STEM stands for Science,
Technology,
Engineering
and
Mathematics, and STEAM adds an Art
component into the mix. Always strongly involved with STEM activities and
classes, Megan noticed by the end of
elementary school that she was one of
the only girls participating in technology
camps and in many of the science activities that were increasingly geared to
appeal to boys. She decided to do something about it.
By the end of her 8th grade year,
Megan started a non-profit organization
called
GEARup4Youth
(www.gearup4youth.org) that works
with groups to find fun ways to welcome girls into exploring STEM and
now STEAM education and experiences

through field trips, camps, and program
curricula. Today the program is international and has over 170 volunteers sharing STEAM fun with more than 8,500
girls and almost 17,000 youth worldwide. Megan was invited to speak at the
United Nations Headquarters at an international conference to address ways to
welcome girls into STEM education
through an engaging and long-term
approach. She shared policies and methods she believed that world leaders
could support so that more girls enter
STEM educational pathways.
On October 23 Congressman Gil
Cisneros recognized Megan’s achievements in Congress, speaking of her
national and international efforts
through GEARup 4Youth, her initiative
starting the first “girls only” focused
robotics class at the Boys and Girls
Club, and her book, Easy STEM
Activities You Can Do At Home, that
shares some of her girl oriented projects
in clear and fun ways. The book is available at Barnes and Noble, Amazon and
Target (ISBN-13: 978-0464850113).
Congressman Cisneros lauded Megan
for her dedicated actions to solve the
inequity in STEM accessibility to girls.
Megan maintains her rigorous technology-filled class schedule while also
staying an active Girl Scout and partnering with over 200 organizations to share
her girl-focused technology presentations working to make them feel comfortable learning and enjoying STEM
and STEAM exploration. Megan continues to work to bring more girls into the
STEAM world because, as she says,
“they (girls) do belong and tech fields
aren’t simply open to them, but need
them.”

RECREATIONAL SWIM
Recreational Open Swim is open to
persons of all ages from 6pm to 8pm
on Monday, Wednesday, & Friday;
7pm to 9pm on Tues., and Thurs.;
and from 12:30pm to 2:30pm on
Saturday at the Fullerton
Community Center. $4

LEARN MORE AT www.fastswimming.net

Here we were greeted with a light
breakfast and a presentation on upcoming tours. We were then placed into
groups where parents took us around to
different classrooms to observe.
My group observed several primary
grade classrooms. We first were at the
lunch area where a class was working in
small groups counting all kinds of
objects. This is called “counting collections.”
Research has shown that when young
children practice oral counting, grouping objects in strategic ways, it helps
children develop number sense. They
were very enthusiastic in their counting
and helping each other.
In our next classroom all the students
were in a circle. The teacher asked each
student to report what they did the previous weekend in a one minute response.
The other children quietly listened and
some asked short questions of the speaker. It was impressive to observe that
even quiet- speaking children were able
to increase their voice volume level at
the teacher’s encouragement.
In the next class we observed students
reading out loud back-to-back. It was
delightful to see each classroom decorated with a multitude of students’ work.

Parks Junior High
On entering the school, we were serenaded by the wonderful sound of live
music. How professional they sounded!
Principal Laura Makely welcomed us
and described the many physical
changes to the campus as it has transitioned from an “open campus” setup
with few walls, to a more traditional
campus. We visited several electives—
Art I and II, and Forensics. Many of the
tour group members were very excited
about the Forensics class especially
since they were doing fingerprint analysis.

Pacific Drive School
Several students from the Speech &
Debate Program showcased their expertise. It was such a delight to observe how
articulate 5th and 6th graders can be.
We then went to the new playground that
was built with a $100,000 grant. Last
year’s physical fitness testing had shown
that many Pac Drive students lacked
upper body strength. The new climbing
apparatus was amazing. Parent volunteers were also working with students at
various exercise stations. The school
offers many parent classes: Computers,
School Smarts, Parenting, and a variety
of other workshops. All classes are in
English and Spanish. We also were
given a tour of the new Dolphin Market
which is a partnership with Second
Harvest Food Bank & Project Hope
Alliance. This market provides fresh
fruits and vegetables and food staples to
families in need. All one needs to do is
to call and make an appointment to
come in. There is even an on-site
Community Resource Liaison to assist
families experiencing homelessness
who will direct people to crucial services. In all, the tour group participants
were very impressed and appreciated the
opportunity to visit a variety of schools
where each provided a uniquely different approach to student learning.

AVOIDING THE NIGHTLY GRIND
When enamel on the molars develops wear spots, it may be due to
"bruxism," which is the involuntary
grinding, gnashing, or clenching of
teeth at night or during the day.
Because bruxers are usually unaware
that they are grinding their teeth, the
dentist or hygienist is usually the first
to spot the signs of tooth-grinding.
Otherwise, those who grind their teeth
may be alerted to the problem by
symptoms such as sore jaw muscles,
earaches, headaches, and disturbed
sleep. It is important to pinpoint and
treat the cause of bruxism, which can
usually be traced to stress, malocclusion, or an issue with the temporomandibular joint. After that, the den-

tist can fabricate a custom-made
guard that helps prevent tooth damage. If left unchecked, bruxism can
lead to tooth sensitivity, chipped tooth
enamel, and even fractured crowns.
Our philosophy is not only to treat
dental needs, but more importantly, to
educate our patients to prevent future
problems. Our mission is to provide
open and free communication and the
highest standard of care in an environment of health, mutual understanding,
and respect. We offer complete general dental care, from cleanings to full
mouth reconstruction to repair of any
damage done by neglect or trauma.
We also provide cosmetic dentistry.
Call us for an appointment.

501 N. Cornell Ave., Suite 1, Fullerton 92831.
To schedule an appointment please call 714-992-0092
www.paulnelsondental.com
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KIDS RULE
by Abigail, 4th Grade

by Francine Vudoti, 8th grade
Five years ago our city newspaper, the
Fullerton Observer, offered me a rare
opportunity to represent the voice of the
kids by being a kid columnist. After
having been a kid columnist for four
years, I wanted more kids to have the
chance to write and be heard in our community. Last year, the editor of the
newspaper approved my idea to start the new batch of younger writers from eleyouth section of the newspaper which I mentary.
Irene, 8th grade: I honestly cannot
called “Young Observers.” Time flies
describe
how blessed I feel to be part of
so fast. In this mid-December issue, the
and
work
with this amazing team.
“Young Observers” celebrates its first
Starting
from
a young age, I have
anniversary. I felt proud of this milealways
loved
writing,
so this opportunistone despite the constant challenge of
ty
is
absolutely
perfect. I
school assignments,
have
learned
many
things
projects,
and
while
working
on
my
writextracurricular activing
assignments
and
I
love
ities. I am truly
sharing
fun
topics
like
Everyone
grateful for this
what’s
currently
trending.
I
opportunity to write
deserves the
am
grateful
to
the
newspaper
and be heard by our
chance to voice
and the community for crecommunity because
ating valuable experiences
their
opinion
I believe that adults
and giving me the opportuand have a say
must realize it is
nity to do what I really want
important to hear
in the kind of
and believe in.
what we have to say
community
they
Mateo, 6th grade: I am
so that our input
grateful
for the opportunity
want
to
live
in.
could be included in
to
write
for the newspaper
decisions that they
and
the
community.
After
have
to
make.
all,
adults
aren’t
the
only
Although the older
people
in
the
world.
someone gets, the
Children and teenagers
more
expertise,
should
be
taken
seriously, too.
experience, and wisdom he/she may
Erin,
5th
grade:
Writing is one of
have, kids like us may have the ideas
my
favorite
hobbies
and I thank
that adults are struggling to come up
Francine
for
being
a
great
example to
with.
kids
like
me.
I
also
thank
the
Fullerton
Alexandria, 9th grade: Writing has
Observer
for
choosing
me
among
the
always been a hobby for me and somenew
batch
of
writers
this
year
because
I
thing I enjoy doing. Being a part of the
now
have
the
chance
to
share
my
voice
"Young Observers" has let me turn the
hobby into something more and allow and be recognized.
Abigail, 4th grade: I have loved
me to have my writing published.
writing
stories or articles since kinderHaving a voice in our community means
garten.
One thing I love about being a
a lot to me. I feel like everyone deserves
contributor
to Fullerton Observer is
the chance to voice their opinion and
going
to
the
events
and seeing and expehave a say in the kind of community
riencing
new
things.
Thank you for
they want to live in. Moreover, I feel
giving
us
a
voice
and
not
letting us be
like a lot of young voices often get
too
scared
or
nervous
to
share our
ignored and are viewed as unimportant.
thoughts.
Some
grown-ups
think
kids
The fact that I am able to share my writcan’t
write
in
a
newspaper
or
do
anying in the city newspaper is something I
never imagined would happen and that I thing important. If kids like us want to
am extremely grateful for. Having a make this world a better place, we can.
Aaron, 4th grade: As a new writer,
voice in the community is important for
I
am
thrilled to write and see my work
everyone, including students of any age.
published
in the newspaper. It’s the best
I am happy to be part of the Young
experience!
Observer section and thrilled to meet the

WHAT’S TRENDING
by Irene, 8th grade

A Book Series You’ll
Love to Read
Ever wonder about what to read that’s fun and suspenseful? Try Percy
Jackson by Rick Riordan. It is a five-book series about Percy Jackson,
Poseidon's son who is a demigod.
Each book is about him and his friends saving the world.
Plus, you will also learn a little bit of Greek mythology. If you’re looking for
adventure, action, humor, and much more, trust me you will find all of those in
the Percy Jackson series.. If you're in 3rd to 6th grade, you will really enjoy
each book.
It is one of the best series I have ever read!

IT’S GIFT GIVING SEASON
By

Mateo, 6th Grade

Drop Boxes for Gifts to Kids
in Need Around Fullerton
Got spare money from your latest Christmas shopping? You could also buy
gifts for children in need. The Salvation Army is an organization that aims to help
meet human needs. There are many ways you can help, and you can do it whenever you like, but there is no better time to help than during the holiday season.
There are Salvation Army gift drop boxes around in Fullerton for creating valuable experiences:
Wilshire Avenue Community Church at 212 E. Wilshire Ave.(drop box)
Fullerton College, at 321 E. Chapman Ave. (drop box)
Sonic Burger Drive-in, at 441 North Placentia Ave. (drop box)
All you have to do is get something you think would be a good gift. Then, you
can drop it off at one of these drop box locations. For more information about
this amazing organization, and more locations near Fullerton, visit www.salvationarmyusa.org. Happy Holidays!

NATIONAL REMEMBRANCE
by Alexandria, 9th grade

Dec 21 Remembering
the Homeless
The National Coalition for the Homeless and the National Health Care for the
Homeless Council have been sponsoring this National Homeless Person's
Remembrance Day to bring awareness to homelessness and to encourage the public to solve the problem. This remembrance is held on December 21, the first day
of winter and the longest night of the year. You can attend events, or create your
own around December 21 to honor people who died while homeless and are suffering through it right now. According to cdc.gov/features/homelessness, the risk
of homelessness and poor health is a concern for 1 out of 8 Americans.
Sources: https://nhchc.org/consumers/events/homeless-persons-memorial-day/
https://nationalhomeless.org/about-us/projects/memorial-day/

TRIVIA
by Genevieve, 8th grade

Autonomous Driving
Technology To Bring More Car
Safety Features in 2020
It is still a long way for autonomous driving to be adopted into everyday routines. However, next year the public will see a leap in autonomous driving technology. According to http://www.nhtsa.gov/automotivevehicleforsafety, more car companies will offer lane keeping assist feature, adaptive cruise control, traffic jam
assist, and self-park, which will eventually lead to fully automated safety features
and highway autopilot. Companies are racing to create the most exceptional vehicle
of the decade. Top contenders include electronic companies, Apple and Samsung
besides known car companies like Tesla, Uber, BMW, Volvo, Mercedes-Benz, Audi,
Toyota, Volkswagen, Honda, and Jaguar Land Rover. Why do these companies think
it is worth exploring this option? It is for safer and more efficient driving.
www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2019/09/30/the-7-biggest-technology-trendsin-2020-everyone-must-get-ready-for-now/#ef99baf22615
www.techworld.com/picture-gallery/data/-companies-working-on-driverlesscars-3641537/

New Year 2020, It’s a New Decade!
Now that 2019 is coming to an end, it’s almost a new
decade! But first, here are a few interesting facts about New Years.
1. Time balls were originally used to assist sailors coordinate their navigating
equipment.
2. Every year, about 2,000 pounds of confetti are dropped onto Times Square.
3. The island Kiribati is the first place to ring in the New Year, while American
Samoa is one of the last.
4. The first New Year’s celebration took place in 1904 in Times Square.
5. The top three places to celebrate New Year’s Eve are Las Vegas, Disney
World and New York City.
Sources:
www.goodhousekeeping.com/holidays/g4933/new-years-facts/
www.cnn.com/2013/09/12/world/new-years-fast-facts/index.html#
www.ibtimes.com/new-years-eve-facts-trivia-fun-things-know-about-holiday1523662
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The Roots of
Inequality:
Orange County’s
Citrus Industry
Prospered on the
Back of Segregated
Immigrant Labor
by Jesse La Tour
It’s no secret that Orange County,
including Fullerton, was built on
oranges. During the first half of the 20th
century, the County became a major
producer of citrus for both the United
States and the world.
Between 1890 and 1960 “citrus produced more wealth than had gold in
California history and ranked second
only to the oil industry in California’s
economy,” according to historian
Gilbert Gonzalez.
By 1938, Orange County had 75,000
acres of citrus groves. In Fullerton, the
Sunny Hills ranch alone contained over
4,000 acres of orange groves. The
Bastanchury family, which owned the
ranch, claimed that it was the largest
orange grove in the world.
This agricultural history is often
remembered fondly in local histories,
old post cards, and colorful orange crate
labels, which can be found at antique
stores.
However, there is an aspect of the citrus story that is often left out—the fact
that its massive success was made possible on the backs of a segregated
Mexican immigrant labor force.
Picking Labor
Perhaps the seminal work written on
the subject of Mexican citrus workers in
Orange County is Labor and
Community: Mexican Citrus Worker
Villages in a Southern California
County: 1900-1950 by Gilbert G.
Gonzalez, professor at UCI. This article
is based mainly on this book, as well as
research conducted at the Local History
Room of the Fullerton Public Library.
The history of farm labor in California
generally, and Orange County in particular is a history of successive waves of
immigrants who were recruited, generally exploited for their labor, and often
excluded either through direct deportation or legal pressure.
In the late 19th century, there was
widespread employment of Chinese
farm labor. Unfortunately, the Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882 cut off this labor
supply. Thus, to fill the labor vacuum,
Japanese immigrants were recruited for
a couple of decades, until they were
excluded through various “Alien Land
Laws.”
The decline of Japanese farm labor
coincided with a sharp rise of Mexican
immigrant labor, who were recruited by
growers and were fleeing the violence
of the Mexican Revolution.
“Fortunately for the citrus grower,
acreage expansion occurred simultaneously with the first great Mexican
migration to the United States. Nearly
750,000 Mexicans moved north
between 1900 and 1930, escaping the
violence, destruction, and destitution
wrought by the Mexican Revolution of
1910. Indeed, economic development
throughout the Southwest proceeded on
the availability of Mexican immigrant
labor,” Gonzales explains.
Unlike other crops which could be

Orange County citrus workers lived in segregated housing and their children attended segregated schools.
harvested with large machines, oranges
had to be harvested by hand, which
required an enormous number of workers.
The California Fruit Growers
Exchange (a cooperative of orange
growers) lobbied congress for an “open
border policy” in the early 20th century
to fill their labor needs.
Workers were paid more than they
could earn in Mexico, but wages were
low by American standards.
According to historian Cletus Daniel,
“farm employers, with few exceptions,
sought to squeeze the last measure of
profit out of their businesses by cutting
labor costs to the bone.”
While men were employed as orange
pickers, women were employed in the
ever-growing packinghouses along the
railroad tracks of Orange County.
Social Hierarchy
The presence of a large Mexican labor
force in the Anglo-dominated towns of
Orange County, including Fullerton, led
to policies of segregation and second
class citizenship for the Mexican workers and their families.
“Mexicans in citrus towns were
invariably the pickers and packers; and
consequently they were poor, segregated
into colonies or villages, and socially
ostracized, even though they were economically indispensable to the larger
society,” Gonzalez writes. “The class
structure in rural areas has generally
divided along lines of nationality. At the
top, the growers, native-born white; at
the bottom, the foreign-born migrants,
or his or her children.”
“A lid on the possibility for economic
change and social progress tethered the
Mexican community to function as
cheap labor. Legal restrictive covenants
segregating residential zones mirrored
the division of labor. In public parks,
swimming pools, theaters, restaurants,
bars, dance halls, clubs and societies,
Mexican immigrants and their families
were either systematically excluded or
segregated,” Gonzalez writes..
Housing Segregation
Beginning in the 1920s, a pattern of
segregated housing was established,
separating the orange worker families
from the dominant community.
“Mexican houses were often tiny,
wooden, adobe, or hollow-brick buildings constructed on the less desirable
and often dangerous sections of the
association property,” Gonzalez writes.

On the Bastanchury Ranch, six small dents had the same potential as whites.
villages of some 30 families each were "Some of my colleagues here would
laugh at me and say, ‘Are you a wetscattered about the property.
One of the six settlements, called back?’” she said.
In addition to educating children,
“Tiajuanita” by residents, was built with
teachers at the “Mexican
“scraps of sheet iron,
schools” also taught
discarded fence posts
“Americanization” classand sign-boards, and
In public parks, es to adults—to assimilate
served by one lone
the workers to American
water faucet and a few
swimming pools,
society.
makeshift privies.”
theaters, and
“Whereas
the
Another worker camp
restaurants
Americanization
proin Fullerton, called
Mexican
grams in the local villages
Campo Pomona was
appear unique, in reality
located at Balcom and
immigrants
reflected a generalCommonwealth.
and their families they
ized expression for the
The head of the
were either
eradication of national
Fullerton Unified High
systematically
cultural differentiation
S c h o o l
across the United States,”
“Americanization”
excluded or
Gonzalez writes.
Department [charged
segregated.
Under the California
with educating picker
Home Teachers Act of
children and adults] stat1915, Americanization
ed that the “American
programs focused on the
neighbors who felt their
teaching of English.
property had been
Louis E. Plummer, superintendent of
devaluated [sic] by its close proximity to
the Mexicans treated them with humili- the Fullerton High School District,
staunchly supported Americanization
ating scorn.”
because in his view the persistence of
“Little Italys, Little Chinas, Little
School Segregation
Mexicos” stifled the development of a
On the camps, there were schools built
“homogeneous people.” In particular,
exclusively for the Mexican children.
the failure of Mexicans to live in a
“Segregated schooling assumed a ped“model way” or as “first class citizens,”
agogical norm that was to endure into
which was produced by “a hangover of
the fifties and parallels in remarkable
lazy independence” made it imperative
ways the segregation of African
that rather than merely learning skills,
Americans across the United States,”
Mexicans had to learn and live within
Gonzalez writes. “By the mid-1920s, the
the fundamental cultural norms of the
segregated schooling process in the
United States. His perspective summacounty expanded, matured, and solidirized much of the Americanization spirfied, was manifested in fifteen excluit in the larger community during the
sively Mexican schools, together
late 1800s and early 1900s.
enrolling nearly four thousand pupils.
“Many a surviving villager resident
All the Mexican schools except one
has not forgotten that in their youth the
were located in citrus growing areas of
‘Anglos never wanted to have anything
the county…Distinctions between
to do with us except that we pick their
Mexican and Anglo schools included
oranges.’ Such was the nature of the
differences in their physical quality.”
dominant contours in the Mexican and
There was a school on the
Anglo social relations in the citrus
Bastanchury Ranch and on Campo
towns,” Gonzalez writes.
Pomona.
Unlike at the white schools, curricuDeportation
lum at the Mexican school was generally
During the Great Depression, hostililimited to vocational subjects, and junior
high was considered the end of school- ties against the Mexican workers rose to
ing for most students, many of whom clamors for deportation.
accompanied their parents in the groves
According to Druzilla Mackey, anothand packinghouses.
er teacher in the Mexican camp schools,
One woman who taught at these segre- “The American Community…felt that
gated "Mexican Schools" was Arletta the jobs done so patiently by Mexicans
Kelly.
for so many years should now be given
Kelly describes her struggle to con- to them. ‘Those’ Mexicans instead of
vince her colleagues that Mexican stu- ‘our’ Mexicans should ‘all be shipped
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After the violent repression of the 1936 citrus strike,
Carey McWilliams wrote an article charing that
oranges had become “Gunkist.” This illustration
portrays a lifeless body beneath an orange tree.
From Carey McWilliams, “Gunkist Oranges,”
Pacific Weekly, 20 July 1936. Courtesy of the
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.
right back to Mexico where they
belong’...And so, one morning we saw
nine train-loads of our dear friends roll
away back to the windowless, dirt-floor
homes we had taught them to despise.”
What she is referring to is a mass
deportation of nearly all of the Mexican
workers on the Bastanchury Ranch in
the early 1930s. This deportation was
part of a much larger deportation effort
across the United States, which is
described at length in the book Decade
of Betrayal: Mexican Repatriation in
the 1930s.
“Outside of the community, the
Mexican became the scapegoat,”
Gonzalez writes. “In 1931 and 1932,
local and county governments caught up
in the drive across the Untied States to
deport Mexicans sought to cut budgets
through repatriating Mexicans. Induced
through threats of relief cutoff sweetened with an offer of free transportation,
about 2,000 left Orange County.” Many
were actually American citizens. A few
years ago, I had the privilege of interviewing Fullerton resident Manuel
Rivas Maturino, who was born on the
Bastanchury Ranch, and remembers the
experience of “repatriation.”
Local author Gustavo Arellano
describes this situation in his 2013 OC
Weekly article “The Lost Mexicans of
Bastanchury Ranch.”
Village Culture
Despite the hardships of poverty, segregation, and discrimination, the
Mexican workers and their families
managed to establish a vibrant local culture that included religious and patriotic
events, as well as sports.
A major annual celebration was the
16th of September, or Mexican
Independence Day, which included a
parade, music, and festivities.
Popular community Christmas activities included Las Posadas (a community-wide reenactment of Mary and
Joseph’s nine-day journey in search of
lodging), and Pastorelas (a morality
play depicting the struggle between
good and evil, Jesus and the devil).
"Perhaps the most elaborate religious
procession occurred on December 12,
Dia de la Virgen de Guadalupe, the
patroness of Mexico, commemorating
the appearance of the Virgin Mary
before the Indian boy Juan Diego on a
Mexico City hilltop in 1598,” Gonzalez
writes.
For these occasions local bands, like
Fullerton’s Rancho de los Panchos, and
The Joe Raya Orchestra from Placentia

Campo Pomona (a Mexican worker camp on Balcom and Commonwealth) during the 1938 flood.
Photo courtesy of the Launer Local History Room of the Fullerton Public Library.
would play at different camps.
Baseball was also popular in the
camps, and many teams were formed
such as the La Habra team Los Juviniles,
and the Placentia Merchants.
Unionization and the 1936 Strike
In 1936, nearly 3,000 orange workers
went on strike, which highlighted “sharp
social divisions and submerged hostilities separating the villagers from the
dominant community,” according to
Gonzalez.
The strikers organized to demand better wages and working conditions.
Orange County Sheriff Logan Jackson
(himself a citrus rancher) “warned the
union that he...was prepared to call 500
special deputies into action at a
moment’s notice. Sheriff’s deputies and
police officers made daily and nightly
rounds of the villages, submitting
reports to the growers and noting all
unusual activities,” Gonzalez explains.
“Law enforcement let it be widely
known that they planned wholesale
arrests of citrus strike agitators who violate technical provisions of the state traffic laws.”
Over the course of the strike, four
hundred men and women were arrested.
At its peak, the strike erupted into violence.
“In coordinated forays on July 6, caravans of pickets descended on strike
breakers at several locations, charging
into the groves, pulling down ladders,
upsetting orange boxes, physically routing strike breakers, and engaging in battles with armed deputized foremen and
growers…Four hundred police, highway patrol, and sheriffs deputies sped to
the conflicts, chasing, clubbing, and
arresting strikers in wild melees. As the
battle zone quieted, some two hundred
unionists were arrested and jailed, 55
cars were confiscated in what the Los
Angeles Times described as a ‘miniature
civil war,’” Gonzalez writes.
Sheriff Jackson actually issued a
“shoot to kill” order for his deputies and
declared, “This is no fight between
orchardists and pickers…It is a fight
between the entire population of Orange
County and a bunch of communists.”
Red-baiting was a common practice of
the growers, who tried to paint the workers as radicals and communists. The
strike ended in mid-July with some
wage increases, but no union recognition or bargaining rights.

case was a major victory against racially
restrictive housing covenants, which
had been used for many years to keep
non-whites from buying or renting housThe Second World War brought some
es in many neighborhoods.
significant changes for the worker vilAlex Bernal, a Fullerton homeowner,
lages of Orange County.
was sued by his white neighbors, who
There was a large-scale campaign to
argued that the Bernals weren’t
again recruit workers from Mexico to
Caucasian and couldn’t live in the
fill wartime labor shortages, and thus
neighborhood.
was born the Bracero Program, which
Bernal’s lawyer argued that Mexican
existed from the early 1940s to the
Americans were subject to the equal
1960s.
protection clause of the 14th
These temporary workers did more
Amendment, and the courts ruled that
than complement the existing labor
the Bernals could stay in their home.
force—they also served to replace it.
Housing
discrimination
would
“Where it was feasible, citrus ranchers
become officially illegal in the 1960s,
stopped using already resident Mexican
with the Rumford Fair Housing Act.
villagers as pickers and
World War II also
replaced them with temexpanded job opportuniporary status braceros,”
ties
for
Mexican
Gonzalez writes. “Once
Americans beyond agriagain, associations had
In 1936, nearly
cultural work, as the area
found a dependable labor
3,000
orange
began its transition into a
supply to supplant the
more industrial/suburban
workers went
one that had learned the
economy.
on strike,
benefits of organization.
“Urbanization slowly
Many growers would say
highlighting
enveloped the villages
that braceros ‘saved the
sharp social
until they were no longer
crops,’ however, they
isolated or semi-isolated
divisions in the
might more accurately
rural-like
hamlets,”
community.
have said that ‘braceros
Gonzalez writes. “Grove
saved the industry from
after grove disappeared,
unionism.’”
some 75,000 choice
Between 1943 and
acres across the region
1958, about 70,000
between
1946-56…
braceros were transported to Orange
Disappearing citrus groves were
County.
replaced by mushrooming housing tracts
Meanwhile, segregation still fragthat transformed Orange County into an
mented the community. But change was
emerging regional suburbia.”
coming.
As the spacial distance between the
Mexican communities and the dominant
Challenging Segregation
communities shortened, “the urban barBy the mid-1940s, a new political and rio entered the social stage, assuming
social consciousness was emerging the welcoming role formerly played by
among the second generation of the citrus worker village,” according to
Mexican Americans—a desire for civil Gonzalez.
rights, social equality, and the end of
Thus, although legally enforced segresegregation.
gation has become illegal, the social
One manifestation of this was the dynamics of community fragmentation,
landmark case Mendez v. Westminster, in some ways continues today—
in which a group of Mexican American Fullerton “south of the tracks” is generparents in Orange County filed a lawsuit ally lower income/Latino and the hilly
arguing that their constitutional rights northern parts are generally upperwere violated by segregated schools.
income/white and Korean.
“The Mendez case attracted national
These patterns are, in large part, a
attention and is considered a precursor legacy of the citrus industry.
to the 1954 Supreme Court [Brown v.
Board of Education] decision overturnThank you to Cheri Pape at the
ing the heinous practice of racial segre- Fullerton Public Library for help with
gation,” Gonzalez writes.
research for this article.
Additionally, the 1943 Doss v. Bernal
World War II: The Decline
of the Citrus Picker Village,
the Rise of the Barrio
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Historic House on
Hillcrest Drive
A couple of weeks ago, I wrote about ness community and was elected presiAnita Shepardson’s Japanese Doll dent of the Fullerton Chamber of
Collection at the Fullerton College Commerce in 1914, and again in 1915.
Back in 1913, Anita was offered a
Library. I was informed by a librarian,
who happened to be a member of teaching position with the Fullerton
Fullerton
Heritage,
that
Anita Union High School and Junior College
Shepardson’s House is now a historic Districts, where she would remain for
landmark, located just up the street from the next thirty-three years. By 1920,
Fullerton College on Hillcrest Drive. Oscar and Anita were the only remainHer home had previously been featured ing family members living in Fullerton.
on the 2015 Fullerton Heritage Home The two decided to construct a home on
Tour. However, I was interested in learn- Hillcrest Drive. Due to ill health, Oscar
ing more about Ms. Shepardson, so I would retire in August 1925, and pass
decided to visit the house and talk to the away three months later at the age of 73.
Anita
Shepardson
current
homeowner
would live in the
about its history.
Hillcrest Drive resiConstructed in 1921
dence until her death at
for $5,000, the residence
the age of 53 in 1945.
at 155 Hillcrest Drive
Frank Keith
According to the CSUF
was built for widower
Benchley, one
Center for Oral and
and hardware store
of Fullerton’s
Public History, in 1938,
owner Oscar Pliny
earliest prominent after the Santa Ana
Shepardson and his
River
flood,
Ms.
daughter
Anita
architects, is
Shepardson
opened
her
Shepardson. According
the most likely
home on Hillcrest Drive
to a pamphlet from the
designer and
to the Japanese victims.
Fullerton
College
builder
of this
She also generously
Library Archives, the
opened her home to
home was one of the earMission Revival
many Japanese and
liest built in the Hillcrest
home.
Caucasian college stuDrive subdivision, which
dents in need of houshad been laid out in
ing.
1914. Like many transShe owned an extenplants from the Midwest,
the Shepardsons abandoned the more sive collection of Japanese woodblock
traditionally styled homes the family prints that included works by the artists
Hiroshige,
Utamaro,
had constructed in Minnesota in favor of Hokusai,
an architectural style thought to be more Kiyonaga, Shigemasa, and many others.
reflective of California’s Spanish past. Many clubs on the Fullerton College
Frank Keith Benchley, one of campus were invited by Ms. Shepardson
Fullerton’s earliest prominent architects, to observe the flower arrangement
is the most likely designer and builder of demonstrations by professional instructors like Mrs. Ken Nakazawa and Mrs.
this Mission Revival home.
In 1906, Anita Shepardson moved Kawaguchi. She arranged for students to
from Minnesota to Palo Alto to attend hear the vocal rendering of Japanese
Stanford University, graduating with a folk songs as well as operatic arias by
B.A. in history in May 1910, and a the well-known singer Madame
Many
times,
Ms.
teaching degree from Los Angeles State Sugimachi.
Normal School in June 1911. The Shepardson invited Ms. Bando, a
Shepardson family would join Anita in famous Japanese traditional dancer from
California, settling into a two-story the Bando dance school in Los Angeles’
Craftsman bungalow in south Los Little Tokyo, to her home. Often, she
Angeles, and her father, Oscar, contin- served tea to guests at her house and had
the Nisei students interpret classic dancued to work as a travelling salesman.
In a property swap, Oscar acquired the ing and perform other cultural arts and
Albert G. Oswald hardware store at 104 traditions like the tea ceremony for
North Spadra (now Harbor Boulevard) them.
After the outbreak of World War II,
and announced in the September 6, 1911
issue of the Fullerton News Tribune that most of the over 2,000 Orange County
he was attracted to the “great promise of people of Japanese ancestry were sent to
commercial growth in Fullerton.” The the Poston War Relocation Center near
O.P. Shepardson hardware store, which Parker, Arizona. After the bombing of
specialized in high-end appliances, Pearl Harbor, Ms. Shepardson was devwould later move to 134 West astated when high school and college
Commonwealth. Oscar quickly became students, many of whom she had personan accepted member of the local busi- ally recruited, were rounded up and sent

CAPRI SHOES

The Shepardson House is now a historic landmark, located on Hillcrest Drive.
to the internment camp in April 1942.
Despite a weakened heart condition, she
would save up her gas ration cards to
make many trips to the Poston concentration camp, so she could keep in close
touch with many internees.
In Japanese Eyes, American Hearth:
Personal Reflections of Hawaii’s World
War II Nisei Soldiers, Robert K. Sakai,
who would work as a translator and
interpreter for the Military Intelligence
Service, recalled Ms. Shepardson
arranging an engagement shower for his
future bride, Sady Kitaoka, in March
1942. Ms. Shepardson then travelled to
Poston with a carload of dresses, suits,
and shoes from which Kitaoka could
choose her wedding attire, and on the
day of the wedding, she brought the
couple fresh-cut flowers, a wedding
cake, nuts, and candy. Sakai noted that
Ms. Shepardson’s “dedication and sacrifice and that of other individuals like her
helped me maintain my faith in
American society and the American
people” (p.125).
Anita Shepardson remained in the
classroom until March 1945, passing
away before the end of the war on April
2, 1945, so she was never able to witness the return of the Japanese students
she loved and mentored. School was
dismissed early on April 5 so that teachers and students might attend her funeral. At her funeral, the Fullerton News
Tribune reported that “her intense interest in people, rather than places, align
with “her vision of the necessity for
racial understanding; and her devotion
to the students who came under her
instruction.”
With 2,460–square feet, the 3-bedroom, 2 and a half bathroom home faces
west, sitting on a 75- by 170-foot lot.
According to the Fullerton College
Library Archives, after she passed away
in 1945, the home was purchased by
Ruth and Charles Froehlich, vice-president of Hunt Foods. The Froehlich family remained in the house until 1989.
The low turnover in ownership has been
a contributing factor in the preservation

of the home’s historic integrity. Changes
have been made to the residence, but
both the exterior and interior retain a
high degree of historic integrity.
For the most part, the exterior has only
been slightly altered from its initial construction and setting. In 1949, the original single-car garage at the rear of the
property, accessible from an alleyway,
was demolished and replaced by a
wooden-sided, two-car garage and
workshop. The half-bathroom on the
first floor was remodeled in 1958, and a
second bathroom added on the second
floor. At some time, the kitchen was
extended and remodeled, and a pool was
added to the backyard. During the
remodeling, some of the windows were
removed and stuccoed over.
The original interior layout of the
home also remains largely intact.
Visitors entering the home are immediately led into a large, rectangular-shaped
living room that features an inglenook
fireplace and wooden bench seating.
The fireplace is decorated with green
glass tiles and brick. Public spaces –
kitchen, formal dining room, living
room – are located on the first floor; private spaces, including a sleeping porch,
bedrooms, and bathrooms, are situated
on the second floor. A half-basement is
located on the northeast side of the
home, accessible from a side entrance.
Many of the home’s interior historic elements, especially on the first floor,
remain, including hardwood floors, 8inch baseboards, arched doorways,
coved ceilings, windows, and hardware.
The current owners have made an intensive effort to restore and rehabilitate the
dwelling, including restoration of the
chimney and repair of the home’s structural support.
To see what the interior and exterior
of Anita Shepardson’s home on Hillcrest
Drive now looks like, visit the Observer
website and click the tab labeled
“Local.” Underneath that tab, click on
“Emerson Little YouTube Channel,”
which will take you directly to my page.
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HITS
&
MISSES
by Joyce Mason © 2019

THE IRISHMAN: TWO HITS
Ever since their 1973 film, “Mean Streets,” director Martin
Scorsese and actor Robert De Niro have worked together on several memorable films. In 1980, their movie “Raging Bull” won
Robert de Niro a Best Actor Award and between them these two
men have garnered several Oscars. So expectations were high
for the three and one-half hour film, “The Irishman.” However,
audiences won’t be disappointed, for this may be their best
movie yet.
Like many Scorsese films, “The Irishman” is set in the compromised world of the Mafia and covers the adult years of Frank
Sheeran (Robert De Niro), a World War II veteran who has seen
violence and death in the foxholes of Italy and has led a civilian
life also fraught with danger. We first meet an aged Frank in a
nursing home slumped in a wheelchair as he narrates most of the
movie, a story that encompasses crime, politics, the Teamsters,
the Mafia, Washington intrigue, Castro’s takeover of Cuba,
Robert Kennedy’s war on crime, and J.F.K.’s assassination.
“The Irishman” is based on the book “I Heard You Paint
Houses” by Charles Brandt and was adapted for the screen by
Steven Zaillian (“Schindler’s List”). The title refers to the protocol for asking a man if he is available for nefarious activities that
could include destroying property or even committing assassinations. Having begun as a delivery man hefting sides of beef to
butcher shops, Frank soon falls in with the Bufalinos, a
Philadelphia mob family. Arraigned for stealing a delivery load,
Frank is defended by lawyer Bill Bufalino (Ray Romano) and
becomes friends with Bill’s cousin, Russell (Joe Pesci), whose
power in the underworld is indisputable and who leads Frank
down a financially lucrative but dangerous road.
Russell is married and disappointed that he does not have children, but he becomes godfather to one of Frank’s daughters and
hopes for the approbation of another daughter, Peggy, who ironically becomes the conscience of the film. Even as a little girl,
Peggy views suspiciously the manner in which her father carries
out Russ’s biddings as she watches him leave for work at all
hours carrying a mysterious bag. The themes of good and evil,
sin and redemption, weave their way throughout this film as
Scorsese juxtaposes religious rituals with startling killings.
These Mafia families attend church and participate scrupulously
in the traditions of baptisms, weddings, and burials. Most of the
Mafia wives have small roles and are depicted worrying about
whether they can smoke inside the car even as they turn a blind
eye to the treachery and violence their husbands are perpetrating.
One of the most important figures in Frank’s recollected years
with the Mafia is Teamster boss Jimmy Hoffa (Al Pacino).
Although famous and powerful, even Hoffa is somewhat beholden to Russ. Opposite in personality, Hoffa is a presence who
insists on being the center of attention under all circumstances.
He lets no one forget that he is in charge of the Teamsters Union
and no decisions will be made without him. Yet he trusts the
quiet competence of Russ, who introduces him to Frank and
encourages Hoffa to use Frank for difficult jobs.
Frank’s first assignment from Hoffa is to drive a truckload of
armaments to Florida, where he will be met by a guy named
Hunt “with big ears.” As somber as the tone of “The Irishman”
is, many odd moments of unexpected humor do erupt. When
Frank looks hesitant to hand over his load to a man whose ears
appear normal, Hunt growls, “So you expected a man with big
ears, but I had an operation.”
We later learn that Hunt is the E. Howard Hunt of Watergate
scandal and that the armaments Frank was delivering that day
were destined for the failed Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba.
Because Hoffa is involved in so many political events and
because the Mafia is so opposed to Castro’s takeover in Cuba,
we see the film make connections that may have been exaggerated in Frank’s recalled narration. However, it seems accurate
when we are told that the Mafia was opposed to Castro’s
takeover because they were hoping to build and operate gambling casinos in Cuba. With all of the killings, corruption, and
mysterious disappearances in “The Irishman,” the movie never
dwells on the violent acts. Instead, Scorsese maintains a contemplative mood that invites reflection on crime, personal choices,
family loyalties, mob ethics and the meaning of life.
The movie can be seen in theaters and on Netflix.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.

NOW THRU DEC 20
Holiday Toy Drive. Drop off
new unwrapped toys and
sports gear at any fire station
in Fullerton to be added to the
Fire Department’s Annual
Community Toy Drive. The
toys will be distributed to lowincome families in Fullerton.
TUES DEC 17
•6:30pm: Fullerton City
Council meeting. Items on
the agenda include:Purchase
and Sale Agreement for West
Coyote Hills Neighborhoods 1
and 3. a presentation on the
”State of CSUF,” a presentation on Orange County Vote
Center
Elections,
West
Chapman Ave. Infrastructure
Improvements, CSUF Center
for Health Neighborhoods
Memorandum
of
Understanding, City Council
Regular Closed Session
Meeting Start Time Change,
Designation of 200 North
Cornell Ave. as a Local
Landmark, Downtown Paid
Parking
Pilot
Program
Extension, Annual Financial
Report, Speed Hump Policy,
Contact for Crossing Guard
Services.
303
W
Commonwealth Ave.
•7pm-8:30pm: Day of
Music 2020 Information
Meeting. Five years ago a
group of eight people with one
common interest, the love of
music, donated their time and
orchestrated the first Day of
Music in Fullerton. It was the
first and only such event in
Orange County, but one of
hundreds held on June 21st
throughout the world. The
Day of Music Fullerton celebrated its fifth year anniversary in 2019. DOM would like
to continue and the DOM
organizers are reaching out to
find those who can help us
make it happen. Fox Theatre
Fullerton. 500 N Harbor Blvd.
WED DEC 18
•8am-1pm: Rain or Shine
Farmers Market. Next to the
DMV on Valencia between
Euclid and Highland in
Fullerton. Fresh produce
including fruit, vegetables,
plants, eggs, flowers, baked
goods, tamales, empanadas,
kettle korn, nuts, and more.
Independence Park 801 W
Valencia Dr, Fullerton.
•3pm-5pm:Teen Journal
Club. First and third
Wednesday of the month. Teen
Area. Work on your journal,
find inspiration, and learn why
everyone is obsessed with bullet journaling! For ages13-18.
Fullerton Public Library. 353
W Commonwealth Ave,
Fullerton.
•3pm: Fullerton Public
Library Writers’ Guild. First
and Third Wednesday of the
month, Conference Center
Room. The FPL Writers’ Guild
is a great opportunity for writers and aspiring writers to collaborate in a supportive and
informative environment. The
Guild aims to foster interest in
writing, create a sense of community, and promote the professional and creative devel-
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WED DEC 18 cont.
opment of current and future
local authors. Walk-ins are welcome. 353 W Commonwealth
Ave, Fullerton.
6pm: David Andersen
returns to Fullerton from
Nashville as a special musical
guest joining Steve Noonan
and the Wild Mountain Mystics
at Bourbon Street, 110 E.
Commonwealth
Ave.,
Fullerton.

SAT DEC 21 cont.
•8pm: "The Nutcracker"
by Nouveau Chamber Ballet
with Artistic Director. Lois
Ellyn, also on Dec 22 at 2pm.
Tickets $35 and $28. Tickets
can be purchased at the Theatre
the day of the event OR for
advanced tickets please call
Lois Ellyn Studio at (714) 5263862.
Fullerton
College
Campus Theatre. 321 E.
Chapman Ave.

THURS DEC 19
•3pm: Thursday Matinee
Film Series, “John Wick”
(2014, rated R). An ex-hit-man
comes out of retirement to
track down the gangsters that
killed his dog and took everything from him. Osborne
Auditorium Join us every
Thursday for a FREE movie!
Bring your own light snacks.
353 W Commonwealth Ave,
Fullerton.
•6-8pm:
Housing
&
Environmental Justice in
2020. A stand-out in the growing
YIMBY
movement,
YIMBY Voice (a volunteer-led
organization) advocates for
housing for all. ADUs, affordable housing, tenants’ rights,
and preventing homelessness
are key components to solving
CA's housing crisis. 1515 W
North St, Anaheim, CA

SUN DEC 22
•12pm-4pm: Muckenthaler
Holiday Festival. A Grammyaward winning pianist, dance
performances, and art workshops all feature in this year’s
Holiday Festival. A free, family-friendly festival. 1201 W
Malvern Ave, Fullerton.

FRI DEC 20
•7:30pm: Darden Sisters:
Home for Christmas. The
Darden Sisters will deliver
warm holiday tidings as they
lend their angelic vocals and
heavenly harmonious renditions of classic Christmas
tunes. And in keeping with the
family's holiday tradition, their
grandfather, Joe Tatar, will join
in the evening that guarantees
heart-warming hearthside singalongs and a good ole' fashion
Christmas celebration, as you
are transported into the
Darden/Tatar home during this
wonderful holiday season. The
Muckenthaler Cultural Center.
1201 W Malvern Ave,
Fullerton. $30 non-member,
$20 student/senior, $15 member.
SAT DEC 21
•8am-8pm: The Longest
Night: Homeless Person’s
Memorial Day. Each year on
the Winter Solstice, more than
160 cities across America will
gather to remember the members of their communities that
died without permanent homes.
Please join us on December 21,
2019 for "The Longest Night" a
special heart-warming ceremony that you will not soon forget. Anaheim Cemetery.
1400 E Sycamore St,
Anaheim.
•1pm:
Boardgame
Empire. Every Saturday
afternoon. Teen Area. Learn
to play popular board and
card games like Catan,
Terraforming Mars, and
Unstable Unicorns. Bring
your friends or challenge
FPL’s elite cadre of game
masters. For ages 14+. Main
Library Teen Area. 353 W.
Commonwealth. Free.

THROUGH DEC 24
“A Christmas Carol”: See
Hal Landon, Jr. playing
Ebenezer Scrooge for the final
time. Nov. 30-Dec. 24. South
Coast Repertory, 655 Town
Center Drive, Costa Mesa. $47$73. 714-708-5555, scr.org.
SAT DEC 28
•10am-11am Free Fullerton
Arboretum Nature Tour
Every 2nd & 4th Saturday. $5
donation/per person. Meet at
the Nature Center and join
knowledgeable docents on a
guided tour through the beautiful 26-acre botanical garden.
Fullerton Arboretum. 1900
Associated Rd. Free parking in
Arboretum parking lot. For
more
information
visit
www.fullertonarboretum.org or
call (657)278-3407
TUES DEC 31
•7pm-Midnight: First Night
2020 City New Years Eve
Party downtown Fullerton. All
kinds of free live entertainment, vendor booths, rides for a
fee like zip lining and more,
kids corner, food for purchase
and fireworks at midnight.
Admission is free.
9 pm: Ron Kobayashi Trio
at Les Amis Restaurant @
128 W. Wilshire Ave. in
Fullerton,
CA
92832.
(714)526-2100. The Ron
Kobayashi Trio helps bring in
the New Year. No cover.
THROUGH JAN 5
Winterfest OC: Activities
include tubing in a snow play
and slide area, an ice rink, fireworks, visits with Santa and an
Alpine Village with a light
maze. Dec. 19-Jan. 5. OC Fair
and Event Center, 88 Fair
Drive, Costa Mesa. $6-$69.
657-333-25, winterfestoc.com.
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“It’s A Wonderful
Life: a Live
Radio Play”
@ STAGES THEATER
400 E Commonwealth Ave,
Fullerton

Tickets: (714) 525-4484
www.stagesoc.org
The beloved American classic comes
to captivating life as a live 1940s radio
broadcast.
With the help of an ensemble that
brings a few dozen characters to the
stage, the story of idealistic George
Bailey unfolds as he considers ending
his life one fateful Christmas Eve.
Written by Joe Landry.
Through December 22.

THEATER & MUSIC

MID DECEMBER

2019

“Santa Claus
Conquers the
Martians”
@ MAVERICK THEATER
110 E Walnut Ave Unit B, Fullerton

Tickets: (714) 526-7070
www.mavericktheater.com
Santa Claus kidnapped by Martians!
Will the children on Earth have no toys
on Christmas day? Only Hollywood
could cook up such an absurd story and
only the Maverick Theater would want
to adapt it to the stage. This holiday season join Santa on a madcap adventure in
outer space!The show is performed with
a light-hearted “Saturday Night Live”
style that is suitable for children and
even cranky adults.Not intended for
anyone under 4. Through December 23.
Maya Valenciano as Diana Barry and Emily Abeles as Anne Shirley.
Photo by Doug Catiller, True Image Studio

“Anne of Green Gables”

@ CHANCE THEATER
Bette Aitken Theater Arts Center, 5522 E La Palma Ave, Anaheim, CA 92807
Tickets: (888) 455-4212 www.chancetheater.com

Fullerton Friends of Music present
The Dali String Quartet
On Sunday January 12 at 3:30pm, Fullerton Friends of Music will present the
Dali String Quartet in a free chamber music concert at the Wilshire Auditorium
located on the northeast corner of Wilshire and Lemon in Fullerton.
The Dali Quartet brings its signature mix of Latin American, Classical and
Romantic repertoire to stages and audiences of all kinds. The Quartet’s passionate
energy is poured into everything they do, generating critical and audience acclaim
for their Classical Roots and Latin Soul. Its tours include appearances for distinguished chamber music and cultural center series in the United States, Canada, and
South America. The Dali Quartet’s engaging style reaches across the footlights for
an experience which “leaves the audience almost dancing in the aisles.”
The concert will include works by Villa-Lobos, Schubert, and Mendelsson. For
more information call either 562-691-7437 or 714-526-5310.

Chance Theater presents a musical
adaptation of the classic novel Anne of
Green Gables. Book by Joseph
Robinette, music and lyrics by Evelyn
D. Swensson, directed by Casey Long
and music direction by Bill Strongin.
Playing through December 29.
Generations of readers have adored
the best-selling novel Anne of Green
Gables. The Cuthberts expect to adopt a
boy, but receive, instead, a red-haired,
wide-eyed orphan girl. Though clever
young Anne Shirley has a penchant for
getting into trouble, she works her way
into the hearts of her adoptive parents as
well as the residents of rural Prince
Edward Island. It’s a heartwarming story
for the whole family. This production is
part of Chance Theater’s Holiday
Literature Series (which also includes

Little Women, The Broadway Musical,
The Secret Garden: The Musical, and
Jane Austen’s Emma, The Musical ),
including a limited engagement at the
Heritage Forum in Anaheim as part of
the 100th Anniversary of the publishing
of Lucy Maud Montgomery’s first book
in the Anne Shirley saga. Chance founding artist Casey Long has directed each
production.
“Every time I approach this show, I’m
surprised by how quickly I find myself
taken away by the story and charmed by
its characters,” said Long. “There’s a
reason that the story of Anne Shirley
coming to town of Avonlea has resonated for over a century, and my cast and
crew feel a very strong obligation to
staying true to the story that people fell
in love with growing up.

Also playing “A Charlie Brown Christmas”
Created by Charles M. Schulz, based on the television special by Bill Melendez
and Lee Mendelson, this stage adaptation by Eric Schaeffer is presented by special
arrangement with Arthur Whitelaw and Ruby Persson, and will be directed by
Resident Artist James McHale. Through December 29 on the Fyda-Mar Stage at
Chance Theater at Bette Aitken Theater Arts Center.

MUCKENTHALER HOLIDAY FESTIVAL
A Grammy-award winning pianist,
dance performances, and art workshops
all feature in this year’s Muckenthaler
Holiday Festival. The free, familyfriendly festival will take place on
Sunday, December 22, 12pm-4pm at the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center in
Fullerton.
The festival doubles as a release party
for the Bill Cunliffe Trio's new album,
“Christmas in the Doghouse,” which
will also be available for purchase. To
celebrate the album’s release, the Bill
Cunliffe Trio will perform in the gallery
from 2-3pm. Cunliffe, a multiple
Grammy award-winning jazz pianist and
composer is known for his swinging big
band compositions and arrangements.
The festival will also feature local
Fullerton favorites, the Darden Sisters.
The harmonizing foursome are serving
up holiday music with a modern, alternative Americana twist and it’s the perfect way to kick off a season of festivities.
David Whiting from the South Coast

Storytellers Guild will be leading an
interactive storytelling session outside
by one of the Muckenthaler’s most visually striking exhibits, a collection of
eight 19th and 20th century men’s house
posts from Papua New Guinea.
On long-term loan from the Bowers
Museum in Santa Ana, the 10-15 foot
poles hail from the Middle Sepik River
Region of Papua New Guinea and feature animal and nature carvings.
The art gallery will also be open for
guests to view the work of artist
Heriberto Luna, who will be in attendance.
The festival will feature several other
musical and dance performances, free
art activities for kids, artisan craft vendors for last minute holiday gifts, and of
course, a special appearance by Santa.
The Muckenthaler Cultural Center is
located at 1201 West Malvern Avenue,
Fullerton, California 92833. For more
information
please
visit
www.TheMuck.org.
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“A Place for Everything, And Everything in its Place”
@ CSUF BEGOVICH GALLERY
800 N State College Blvd
(657) 278-7750

“Instruments of Change:
An Exploration of
Latin American Murals”

An exhibition featuring nearly 50
years of works of art collected by the
College of the Arts at California State
University, Fullerton. Highlights
include prints produced at the renowned
Gemini G.E.L. Workshop, photographs
from the Andy Warhol Photographic
Legacy Program, and works by distinguished artists such as Laurie Lipton,
Robert Rauschenberg, Masami Teraoka,
and Rachel Rosenthal to name a few.
The collection also brings attention to
individual artists affiliated with the
University who made considerable contributions to contemporary art in southern California and beyond. These artists
include former faculty, students, and Art
Alliance members (Florence Arnold,
Rosalyn Chodos). Through February
22, 2020.

Self-Portrait by Leo Robinson.

@ FULLERTON MUSEUM CENTER
301 N Pomona Ave, Fullerton (714) 738-6545
The Fullerton Museum Center’s latest
show, “Instruments of Change” transports visitors to the colorful and expressive urban landscape of Latin America.
This immersive exhibit features eight
site-specific murals created by eight visiting muralists and will exist for the
length of the exhibit, through February
23, after which time the murals will be
painted over.
The artists featured in the exhibit
include Alvaro Naddeo, Saner, Hilda
Palafox, Paola Delfin, Zezao, Fefe
Talavera, Luiz Chamarelli and Curiot.
Murals allow artists to convey social
and political messages in concrete form
both cheaply and quickly. This has been
especially true of artists from Latin
America in recent years. A growing
campaign for a social practice urban art
movement has emerged with mural
artists like the ones featured in this

exhibit using local streets as canvases to
experiment, adorn, and transform.
This ephemeral installation of eight
contemporary murals will showcase the
artist’s site-specific capabilities to bring
peoples’ art to the public sphere.
“The Fullerton Museum center has
always championed the art of the people,” Fullerton Museum Center
Association President Kirk San Roman
said. “Our display of work by illustrator
Alphonse Mucha is one example, the
exquisite paintings of commercial artist
J.C. Leyendecker is another. We continue that charge with works that are
intended to speak directly to the masses—works that exist temporarily in the
streets, yet in perpetuity in our minds.”
For questions or additional information, contact the Fullerton Museum
Center at 714-713-6545.

“Made in California” Call for Submissions
@ BREA ART GALLERY
1 Civic Center Cir, Brea
(714) 990-7730
This annual juried exhibit showcases
artwork from all over the state of
California. MICA strives to highlight
artists in all stages of their careers and
offers them a chance to compete for a
number of awards, including the coveted
solo show opportunity. This regional
show features artwork from an extensive
variety of mediums and explores creative movements happening in
California.
Eligibility
Open to all living artists ages 18 and
up residing in California. All entries
must be original, completed in the past
three years, and not previously shown at
the Brea Gallery. All mediums are welcome, no crafts or functional art.
To qualify for consideration for the
Solo Show, artists must submit a cohesive body of work containing between 5
and 10 pieces. Works not selected for the
Solo Show will be individually considered for the Juried Show.
Entries and Fees
There is no limit to the number of
entries that an artist may submit. Entry
fees are for consideration by the jurors,
payment does not guarantee admission

into the exhibit.
Brea Residents and Gallery Members
are allowed one free entry into the juried
show.
Juried Show: $20 per entry
Solo Show: $80 per submission
Entry fees are non-refundable.
Awards
First Place: $750, Second Place: $500,
Third Place: $250, Solo Show: $350,
Director’s Choice: $200, Mayor’s
Choice: $100, Popular Choice: $100.
Honorable mentions and additional
awards to be announced.
Submission
Visit www.breaartgallery.com/mica20
to submit your work. For any questions
or issues regarding submission, please
contact
gallery
staff
at
breagallery@gmail.com or call (714)
990-7731.
Jurying
This year’s exhibition will be juried
and awarded by a panel comprised of
Brea Gallery Director Heather Bowling,
Curatorial Staff, and guest juror Evan
Senn, curator for the Golden West
College art gallery.

Heriberto Luna
@ MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton www.themuck.org (714)738-6595
The grandchild of one of Zapata’s revolutionary soldiers and a traditional Mayan
shaman, Heriberto Luna embraces his colorful Mexican ancestry in dazzling paintings that draw inspiration from pre-Columbian art and culture. Patterns with roots
in ancient temple hieroglyphics assemble to form hummingbirds, jaguars, and the
mythical beings who mediate between humans and the powerful forces of nature.
Through December 29.

Chris Kallmyer: Sundown Shelter
@ CSUF GRAND CENTRAL CENTER
125 N Broadway, Santa Ana, CA www.grandcentralartcenter.com
Sundown Shelter explores the idea of the west and the movement of the sun westward through a new performance installation created for the Grand Central Art
Center. The evolving work will begin with an immersive performance by Chris
Kallmyer and musician collaborators, as well a new video piece featuring first hand
documentation of Slavic pagan performers and a Western that was organized by the
artist to take place in Stalinist plaza in Warsaw, Poland in 2018.
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COMMUNITY OPINIONS

Out of My Mind
by Jon Dobrer © 2019

On the Necessity of Impeachment
Impeachment is necessary, even if means a nasty tweet storm and an oppoPresident Trump is not convicted and nent in the primary. His endorsement
removed by the Senate. This is not just doesn’t get Republicans elected but his
about the current President and his per- enmity can destroy.
Democrats have indeed been after him
sonality, temperament, or transgressions. This is about the structure of our since the election, not, I think, out of
government and if this nation, as we mere pique but a sense that he lacks the
have known it (warts and all), will sur- temperament and inspirational leadership skills for the job. Trump is no
vive in some recognizable form.
This impeachment is critically impor- “Consoler and Chief.” He also shows no
tant not because the President over- sense of adherence to our norms e.g.
reaches, hectors, and intimidates. Nor Releasing tax records, health reports and
are his narcissism, authoritarian impuls- divesting from potential conflicts of
interest. (Note: This makes
es, childish name calling,
his most clear and obvious
and constant lying unique
impeachable misconduct
threats. As much as I may
Not every
his daily defiance of the
not like him personally, in
battle can
Emoluments Clause of the
many ways he’s not a sole
Constitution.)
transgressor. He has many
be won,
This impeachment is
enablers, who, whether by
but some
made necessary because
inclination or fear, go along
still need
without some check and
with his smashing of our
to be
balance our form of govnorms, rules, and preceernment, as imagined by
dents.
fought.
our Founders, will cease to
As we look at each transexist. There is a mighty
gression,
charged
or
battle going on between the
implied, in the Articles of
Impeachment, they are not unique to Second Article of the Constitution givPresident Trump. We have had liars ing great, but not unlimited, power to
before. As with diplomats who, as Sir the Executive Branch and the First
Harold Nicholson remarked, are sent, Article, giving great, but not unlimited
not to die for their country to lie for their power, of oversight to the Congress.
Normally these battles are worked out
country, leaders lie. Trump just does it
more blatantly that others. We have had with negotiations and some political theand survived presidents who were cor- ater. Occasionally the courts are
rupt—from Jackson to Nixon. Damn involved. Each branch wants to preserve
near every president and high-ranking and even expand its powers—but the
politician profits mightily from public other two branches check over-reach.
While no Executive Branch welcomes
office.
Every president hates being investi- intrusive over-sight, most of the time the
gated and considers the media to be branches work in good faith to find
unfair and every demand for embarrass- some modus vivendi. But when there is
ing information to be intrusive and a stalemate, the courts come into play.
counter to the national interest—by Courts, however, operate very slowly.
which they mean, their personal interest. The “Fast and Furious” scandal of the
What makes Trump’s sins unique and Obama administration was an ill-condangerous to our Democracy is not what ceived sale of guns to Mexican cartels
he does but that he has been allowed by that was done in an effort to follow the
a craven Congress to get away with his weapons to find the cartel headquarters.
impulsive, sometimes repulsive, trans- It ended with the guns disappearing and
gressions. Like a child unchecked, he over 300 Mexicans and some Americans
has escalated his transgressions, e.g. being killed by them. Attorney General
having survived the Mueller Report vir- Holder resisted Congressional subpoetually unscathed, he immediately tried nas and was held in Contempt of
to strong arm Ukraine for his personal Congress. President Obama asserted
Executive Privilege. The courts turned
benefit.
Was this hubris? Sure. But he felt he down the assertion but the background
could do it because no one stopped him papers still have not been turned over.
The problem, as Hamlet complained,
earlier when he ignored norms, rules,
and advice. Congress has been derelict of “Law’s delay” makes impeachment
in its duties. Republicans, most of whom too important to await going to court,
do not love him any more than the then to appeals and finally to the
Democrats, fear him. One act or word Supreme Court. This is far too slow for
that does not follow his desire often our current crisis. Why the rush? If the

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide a free forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest.
Opinions are those of the writer. We must verify your identity, but we
allow initials only and town to be printed if desired, or anonymous in
print if a reasonable case can be made as to why that is necessary.
Opinions sent to us without name, address and phone number will not
be printed. Due to space issues shorter letters have a better chance of
getting in. Please add your contact information so we can verify.
Thanks!
Email: observernews@earthlink.net
or mail to: Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834
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underlying issue is seeking and receiving foreign assistance to help win a previous election, letting attempts to
involve Ukraine and China in winning
the next election need to be dealt with
before the upcoming election.
More serious is Congress allowing
itself to become an empty shell of a once
co-equal branch. With the absolute
refusal to cooperate in oversight, the
Executive removes a Constitutional
duty. With the Executive moving money
from one category to another (from
Defense to the wall), with Congress not
having declared war since WWII
(though we’ve fought dozens of wars),
they have given up another enumerated
duty. With the Trump Administration’s
appointing “acting” members of the cabinet and heads of various agencies that
require confirmation, the Senate is
robbed of its advice and consent duty.
Congress is in danger of allowing itself
to sink into irrelevancy, leaving only two
branches.
But President Trump has also attacked
the Judiciary—labeling and libeling
judges as “Obama judges” or “Never
Trumpers.” He’s attacked the geographical location of judges (“How can some
judge in Hawaii make a ruling for our
country?”) He’s attacked the ethnic heritage of judges. If not stopped, we may
have only one branch left—an almighty
Executive with unlimited power, no
checks, no balances, and no Democracy.
While it is unlikely that the President
will be convicted and removed in the
Senate, it is, nonetheless, the duty of the
Congress to try to save itself and our
imperfect Democracy. Not every battle
can be won, but some still need to be
fought.
www.Dobrer.com
Follow me on Twitter @jondobrer

Hotel Downtown
Fullerton
Just the other day I was thinking that
since Fullerton is such a popular tourist
destination, our town should have a
giant multi-story hotel to accommodate
all of our many visitors. Then I read the
Observer article telling me that the city
may soon have just that! And it is proposed to be built in the most perfect
location imaginable! Cattycorner from
the spot where the police murdered
Kelly Thomas and where mentally ill
homeless people continue to congregate, and around the corner from the
halfway house where recovering addicts
and alcoholics gather on the sidewalk to
smoke. With a beautiful view of a parking structure and industrial buildings
and the sounds of freight trains passing
by all night long, sounds like a surefire
success! Our planning commission and
city council are truly at the top of their
game.
Jeff G, Fullerton

Thank You
Dear Observer Editor,
You do a great job of covering the
community, far better than the Register
or the Times or any of the big papers.
I’m especially grateful for Jesse La
Tour’s wonderful articles focising on
social justice, Mike Ritto’s tireless
chronicling of our fantastic downtown,
and Emerson Little’s video column,
where he somehow manages to find
things to see and do that even I, as a
longtime resident, had not known about.
Kudos to you all!
Jim Armstrong, Fullerton
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NATIONAL NEWS

Articles of Impeachment Against
President Donald J.Trump
House Democrats have brought two articles of impeachment against President
Trump: abuse of power and obstruction of Congress.
Here is the text of the articles.
Article 1: Abuse of Power
(a) a political opponent, former Vice
President Joseph R. Biden,; and
The Constitution provides that the
(b) a discredited theory promoted by
House of Representatives "shall have
Russia alleging that Ukraine—rather
the sole Power of Impeachment" and
than Russia—interfered in the 2016
that the President "shall be removed
United States Presidential election.
from Office on Impeachment for, and
(II) With the same corrupt motives,
Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or
President Trump—acting both directly
other high Crimes and Misdemeanors".
and through his agents within and outIn his conduct of the office of President
side the United States Government—
of the United States—and in violation of
conditioned two official acts on the pubhis constitutional oath faithfully to exelic announcements that he had requestcute the office of President of the United
ed—
States and, to the best of his ability, pre(a) the release of $391 million of
serve, protect, and defend the
United States taxpayer funds that
Constitution of the United States, and in
Congress had appropriated on a bipartiviolation of his constitutional duty to
san basis for the purpose of providing
take care that the laws be faithfully exevital military and security assistance to
cuted—Donald J. Trump has abused the
Ukraine to oppose Russian aggression
powers of the Presidency, in that:
and which President Trump had ordered
Using the powers of his high office,
suspended; and
President Trump solicited the interfer(b) a head of state meeting at the
ence of a foreign government, Ukraine,
White House, which the President of
in the 2020 United States Presidential
Ukraine sought to demonstrate continelection. He did so through a scheme or
ued United States support for the
course of conduct that included solicitGovernment of Ukraine in the face of
ing the Government of Ukraine to pubRussian aggression.
licly announce investigations that would
(III) Faced with the public revelation
benefit his reelection, harm the election
of his actions, President Trump ultiprospects of a political opponent, and
mately released the military and security
influence the 2020 United States
assistance to the Government of
Presidential election to his advantage.
Ukraine, but has persisted in openly and
President Trump also sought to pressure
corruptly urging and soliciting Ukraine
the Government of Ukraine to take these
to undertake investigations for his persteps by conditioning official United
sonal political benefit.
States Government acts of significant
These actions were consistent with
value to Ukraine on its public announcePresident Trump's previous invitations
ment of the investigations. President
of foreign interference in United States
Trump engaged in this scheme or course
elections.
of conduct for corrupt purposes in purIn all of this, President Trump abused
suit of personal political benefit. In so
the powers of the Presidency by ignordoing, President Trump used the powers
ing and injuring national security and
of the Presidency in a manner that comother vital national interests to obtain an
promised the national security of the
improper personal political benefit. He
United States and undermined the
has also betrayed the Nation by abusing
integrity of the United States democratic
his high office to enlist a foreign power
process. He thus ignored and injured the
in corrupting democratic elections.
interests of the Nation.
Wherefore President Trump, by such
President Trump engaged in this
conduct, has demonstrated that he will
scheme or course of conduct through the
remain a threat to national security and
following means:
the Constitution if allowed to remain in
(I) President Trump—acting both
office, and has acted in a manner grossly
directly and through his agents Within
incompatible with self-governance and
and Outside the United States
the rule of law. President Trump thus
Government corruptly solicited the
warrants impeachment and trial,
Government of Ukraine to publicly
removal from office, and disqualificaannounce investigations into—

Limiting the Sale of Legal Fireworks to
Decrease Accidents and Noise
In response to your article “Debating
the Costs and Benefits of Allowing
Legal Fireworks” in the Community
Section (Fullerton Observer, Local
News, October 1, 2019) one should
focus on what is being tried to be
accomplished when debating the issue
whether fireworks should be legal in
Fullerton. Looking at the statistics provided by the Fire Marshall Kathy
Schaefer (Fullerton Observer) one could
assume the danger caused by fireworks
has risen in the past few years.
Unfortunately, the readers are not provided enough information as to the
nature of these calls, hence, one cannot
conclude for a fact that the rise in the
amount of calls is due to the rise of illegal fireworks. Instead of a knee jerk
reaction as to make fireworks illegal in
Fullerton, the focus needs to be shifted
to enforcing the current laws.
Fullerton already has existing laws

(City of Fullerton) which limit the number of fireworks that can go off, time and
date when they are allowed, and specific
locations where they are allowed.
Fullerton authorities currently do not
enforce these laws, just as the “war
zone” is happening, police officers are
not responding, whether due to the lack
of resources or other reasons. One of the
laws in place currently specifies that one
can shoot off fireworks only on July 4th,
meanwhile in reality fireworks can be
heard many days before that date. This is
very easily fixable with proper enforcement.
Currently, in order to buy fireworks,
one needs to be 18 years old, but fireworks stands do not check IDs when
someone purchases fireworks (City of
Fullerton). Just as with tobacco and
alcohol, ID checks need to be enforced,
as this would limit the number of fireworks being bought by kids. Just as with
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tion to hold and enjoy any Office of
honor, trust, or profit under the United
States.
Article 2: Obstruction of Congress
The Constitution provides that the
House of Representatives "shall have
the sole Power of Impeachment" and
that the President "shall be removed
from Office on Impeachment for, and
Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or
other high Crimes and Misdemeanors".
In his conduct of the office of President
of the United States and in violation of
his constitutional oath faithfully to execute the office of President of the United
States and, to the best of his ability, preserve, protect, and defend the
Constitution of the United States, and in
violation of his constitutional duty to
take care that the laws be faithfully executed—Donald J. Trump has directed
the unprecedented, categorical, and
indiscriminate defiance of subpoenas
issued by the House of Representatives
pursuant to its "sole Power of
Impeachment". President Trump has
abused the powers of the Presidency in a
manner offensive to, and subversive of,
the Constitution, in that:
The House of Representatives has
engaged in an impeachment inquiry
focused on President Trump's corrupt
solicitation of the Government of
Ukraine to interfere in the 2020 United
States Presidential election. As part of
this
impeachment
inquiry,
the
Committees undertaking the investigation served subpoenas seeking documents and testimony deemed vital to the
inquiry from various Executive Branch
agencies and offices, and current and
former officials.
In response, without lawful cause or
excuse, President Trump directed
Executive Branch agencies, offices, and
officials not to comply with those subpoenas. President Trump thus interposed
the powers of the Presidency against the
lawful subpoenas of the House of
Representatives, and assumed to himself
functions and judgments necessary to
the exercise of the "sole Power of
Impeachment"
vested
by
the
Constitution in the House of
Representatives.
President Trump abused the powers of
his high office through the following
means:
(I) Directing the White House to defy
a lawful subpoena by withholding the
production of documents sought therein
by the Committees.
(II) Directing other Executive Branch

purchasing of any other explosives there
needs to be accountability required from
the buyer. In order to purchase fireworks, one needs to fill out a form with
their personal information on it and the
seller needs to verify it with the buyer’s
ID.
The other issue raised by Fullerton
residents is the sheer amount of fireworks and the length of time they go off,
disturbing the peace of people and animals in the area (OC Register). This
issue could be alleviated by changing
the existing laws pertaining to the sale
of fireworks. Currently fireworks are
sold two weeks prior to July 4th (OC
Register). If this time period was shortened and fireworks were sold only 48
hours before July 4th, this would immediately cut the amount of sold fireworks
helping decrease the environmental
footprint that day and decreasing the
amount of accidents that happen around
that time as well as limit the time they
would disturb the residents’ peace.
Another issue pertaining to the sales

agencies and offices to defy lawful subpoenas and withhold the production of
documents and records from the
Committees—in response to which the
Department of State, Office of
Management and Budget, Department
of Energy, and Department of Defense
refused to produce a single document or
record.
(III) Directing current and former
Executive Branch officials not to cooperate with the Committees—in response
to which nine Administration officials
defied subpoenas for testimony, namely
John Michael "Mick" Mulvaney, Robert
B. Blair, John A. Eisenberg, Michael
Ellis, Preston Wells Griffith, Russell T.
Vought, Michael Duffey, Brian
McCormack, and T. Ulrich Brechbuhl.
These actions were consistent with
President Trump's previous efforts to
undermine United States Government
investigations into foreign interference
in United States elections.
Through these actions, President
Trump sought to arrogate to himself the
right to determine the propriety, scope,
and nature of an impeachment inquiry
into his own conduct, as well as the unilateral prerogative to deny any and all
information to the House of
Representatives in the exercise of its
"sole Power of Impeachment.” In the
history of the Republic, no President has
ever ordered the complete defiance of an
impeachment inquiry or sought to
obstruct and impede so comprehensively the ability of the House of
Representatives to investigate "high
Crimes and Misdemeanors". This abuse
of office served to cover up the
President's own repeated misconduct
and to seize and control the power of
impeachment—and thus to nullify a
vital constitutional safeguard vested
solely in the House of Representatives.
In all of this, President Trump has
acted in a manner contrary to his trust as
President and subversive of constitutional government, to the great prejudice
of the cause of law and justice, and to
the manifest injury of the people of the
United States.
Wherefore, President Trump, by such
conduct, has demonstrated that he will
remain a threat to the Constitution if
allowed to remain in office, and has
acted in a manner grossly incompatible
with self-governance and the rule of law.
President Trump thus warrants impeachment and trial, removal from office, and
disqualification to hold and enjoy any
office of honor, trust, or profit under the
United States.

of fireworks is the lack of oversight as to
how many fireworks an individual can
purchase at one time (City of Fullerton).
Currently one person can purchase as
many fireworks as they want. There
needs to be a limit to the number of fireworks allowed to be sold to an individual, just as there are laws limiting the
ammunition an individual may purchase. Although, this would not prevent
someone from purchasing more at
another stand, yet, in addition to collecting personal information and ID checking, this would mitigate some purchases,
and in turn lessen the quantity of fireworks sold.
In conclusion, there are ways of
enforcing the current laws as well as
changing others to limit the current
quantity of fireworks sold in order to
uphold our beloved tradition symbolizing freedom. Once these steps are followed, the amount of calls and accidents
will decrease.
by Zuzanna H. McMurry, Fullerton
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SARA ELIZABETH MCFERRIN

Sara Elizabeth McFerrin, of
Washington DC, died peacefully in her
sleep on December 1, 2019, at the age of
95. Sara had a long and distinguished
career in music as a lyrical soprano and
teacher.
A graduate of Howard

University, she adjudicated auditions for
the Metropolitan Opera, where her husband of twenty years, Robert McFerrin
Sr, was the first African-American to
sign a contract. Her voice could be heard
in the touring company of “Lost in the
Stars” as well as in the chorus in the
1958 film “Porgy and Bess,” for which
her husband provided the singing voice
for the titular role of Porgy. Sara would
then go on to inspire students for over 20
years at Fullerton College as the head of
both the voice and music departments.
Always presenting herself with poise,
Sara would lovingly correct anyone on
their grammar and diction. She was the
very definition of a lady. Sara is survived by son Bobby McFerrin, her
daughter Brenda McFerrin, her daughter-in-law Debbie and grandchildren
Taylor, Jevon and Madison McFerrin. A
service was held at Saint Andrews
Episcopal Church 1231 E. Chapman
Ave. Fullerton, CA. Saturday, Dec. 7 at
noon.
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MARIAN SUSSMNAN
In the late morning of November 26,
Marian Sussman passed away at the
age of 87. She was born in 1932 to
Anne and Wallace McLauchlan, the
youngest of her siblings Amy and
Doug. She used her love of traveling to
see the world as a flight attendant, and
later her passion for nature pushed her
to found the first certified farmers market in Orange County, the Fullerton
farmer's market, and manage it for 20
years. She married her husband
Lawrence in 1960 and focused on cultivating her magnificent fruit trees and
garden.
Marian was well-loved among her
hiking buddies, gardening friends, and
family for her kindness, quick wit, and
her insistence on doing the right thing.
She is survived by her son Kurt and
her daughter Carol, as well as two
granddaughters Kylie and Amelia.
A public celebration of life will be
held at the Fullerton Arboretum at

noon on December 19. In lieu of flowers, the family requests that donations
be made to a local arboretum. In keeping with the floral theme, please feel
free to wear colorful clothes.

Dolores Rapp
Frederick Hartly Dewey
Fred H. Dewey, much-loved, devoted
husband, father, grandpa, great-grandpa
and brother, passed away on December
1, 2019 at the age of 90, surrounded by
his loving family. Fred was born in
Canada in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan,
the second son of Louise and Hartly
Dewey. Fred grew up in Canada in
Saskatoon, Regina, and Calgary but
spent fond, memorable summers in the
Moose Jaw area on his grandfather’s
farm from the time he was 8 until he was
18. Then the family moved to Vancouver
where he met, fell in love with, and married his wife, Marilyn, and where their
two sons, Mark and Kent were born.
Sadly, Mark passed away when he was
four and Fred, Marilyn, and Kent moved
to Southern California in 1960. For several years he was the executive director
of a YMCA branch in Canada before
transferring to the YMCA here in
Fullerton. Fred is survived by his wife
Marilyn of 67 years as well as by his son
Kent and daughter-in-law Peggy and

Deacon Manuel Chavira

two grandsons and their families. Fred is
also survived by his daughter Valerie
Green of Fullerton. Fred deeply loved
his family and friends and he will be
dearly missed by all until we see him
again, rejoicing together with him in his
Heavenly home. All six grandchildren
will serve as pall bearers at the family
graveside service.

BALANCE & CHANGE
BUY EXPERIENCES, NOT THINGS
The holidays are here again. And
once again we are all getting caught
up in the holiday rush. Part of that
rush is shopping and buying presents. Big, glitzy, expensive presents
that your loves ones will open up,
make happy noises over-or not-and
set aside.
It can be very difficult to buy presents that are truly memorable. So I
am going to suggest another route.
Rather than buying a thing, buy an
experience. Buy something that the
family can do together. Buy a theater tickets, a trip, a weekend to a
special place. Perhaps there is something that someone has always
wanted to do, like horseback riding

Dolores Rapp passed away Wednesday, December 4. 2019, in Placentia at the age
of 89. She was born in Orange, California, Dec. 30, 1929, to William Oran Purcell
and Zelma Hedrick Purcell. Dolores and her husband, Dean Rapp, moved to
Placentia in 1949. She graduated from Orange High School, the Class of 1947. Mrs.
Rapp worked for the Placentia Unified School District in Food Services for 25
years. She was a member of the First Congregational Church of Fullerton. She is
survived by her children: Kathy Rapp Simpson, Cottonwood, CA, Karrie Rapp
Plegel, Yorba Linda, and Kevin Rapp, Yorba Linda, 6 grandchildren, and 10 greatgrandchildren. She was preceded in death by her husband, Dean and her daughter,
Karen Rapp Annis. A Celebration of Life will be scheduled for this spring.

lessons. Buy those. If money is
tight, there are many experiences
that are free or low cost. Make up
tickets for a monthly game night, a
special dinner for the family at
home, a day at the beach or a museum. Or simply tickets for talks, long,
lovely conversations without phones
or
texts
interrupting
you.
Experiences will last longer and
provide much warmer memories
than a new tablet. Years from now,
the family will not be talking about
that new phone, but they very well
may be talking about that trip to the
Grand Canyon.
Give time. Give love. Give yourself. Happy holidays!

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202,
Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5 www.michellegottlieb.com

Deacon Manuel Chavira, a lifelong Fullerton resident, passed away on December
7, surrounded by his loving family. Manuel was born on March 27, 1942 in
Arlington CA to Frank and Connie Chavira. After high school, Manuel joined the
US Marine Corps in 1959 and was an active and reserve Marine for over a decade.
He served a tour of combat duty in Vietnam from 1967 to 1968. In 1963, he married
Carmen Uriarte and was happily married for over 56 years. He was ordained a permanent deacon in the Roman Catholic Church in 1979 and faithfully served St.
Mary’s parish in Fullerton for 40 years. He is survived by his wife Carmen, his
brother Frank, his sisters Patricia and Sarah, his 5 children, his 12 grandchildren and
his 3 great grandchildren. A rosary will be held for Manuel at St. Mary’s Church in
Fullerton on Dec 15 at 7 pm. His funeral Mass will be celebrated at St. Mary’s
Church in Fullerton on Dec. 16 at 10 am. Interment will be held on Tuesday,
December 17, at 11 am. In lieu of flowers donations may be made to St. Jude’s
Hospital or the City of Hope.
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Local
student
Nathan
Guerrero
had the
chance
to
interview
a
local
TV crew.
and
appeared
on live TV.

ANSWER
KEY
PUZZLE
“HAPPY
HOLIDAYS!”
on page 7:
TO

An Unexpected Interview
by Nathan Wayne Guerrero
PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since 2014.

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS
Call (714) 525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for NEIGHBORS to advertise. To
participate you must have a local phone number. Contractors must provide
valid licenses. Editor reserves right to reject any ad not considered suitable
for our family newspaper. The cost of a classified is $10 for 50 words or less
per issue. Payment is by check only. The Observer assumes no liability for
ads placed here. However, if you have a complaint or compliment about a
service, please let us know at (714) 525-6402. Call City Hall at (714) 7386531 to inquire about business licenses. For contractor license verification go
to the California State Contractor License Board website at
www.cslb.ca.gov.

EMPLOYMENT

WANT TO BUY

FULLERTON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL DISTRICT JOBS

Wanted: OLDER ENGINEERING
& TECHNICAL BOOKS

Apply at www.edjoin.org
“Fullerton Elementary”

Engineering, physics, mathematics,
electronics, aeronautics, welding,
woodworking, HVAC, metalworking
and other types of technical books purchased. Large Collections (25+ books)
Preferred. Please call Deborah
(714) 528-8297

CITY JOB OPENINGS

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and
click on the “How Do I” tab and then
“Careers.” Apply online by clicking on
the “Apply” link or visit Fullerton City
Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Water Distribution Supervisor
Full Time — $71,697 - $87,131
Annually
Department: Public Works
Maintenance Services
Police Officer Trainee
Full Time - $6,196 - $6,832 Monthly
Department: Police
Fire Department Utility Worker
Non-Regular (At Will/Non-Benefited)
$12.00 - $13.00 Hourly
Department: Fire
Police Cadet
Non-Regular (At Will/Non-Benefited)
$12.50—$14.00 Hourly
Department: Police
Community Services Leader Series
Non-Regular (At Will/Non-Benefited)
$12.00—$12.50 Hourly
Department: Parks and Recreation

HOME REPAIR
LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Dry Rot, Windows, Doors,
Patio Covers, Fences, Gates
CSLB #744432.
Free estimates (714) 272-8702

I visited the KTLA News Studio with
my Aunt Veronica on Saturday,
November 30. I planned on simply
walking in to watch the last hour and a
half live. But something went wrong
(or right?). This is how it happened:
On Veterans Day, I met Lynnette
Romero and Mark Mester who are the
hosts for KTLA 5 Weekend Morning
News at an event that I attended with
James Gomez, the mayor of La Habra.
I got their emails and a few days later I
asked what days would work for a visit
to the studio. We settled on November
30.
Before going into the studio, we
drove around and did some sightseeing.
We walked up to the office and were
rushed in because they were about to
go live. I was surprised at how different
the studio really looked and that we
were the only ones there to watch.
Our seats were only a few feet away
from the main news desk. It wasn't as
busy as you might expect and there
weren't many people there. Lynnette
said that the weekend crew is a lot less
than the normal crew. Some of the main
cameras are programmed to move
around, so there weren't many camera
supervisors. The studio was pretty cold
but it was all smiles.
They took us to the area where they
control the headlines and the back-

ground. We sat at the main desk which
was really fun.
I went to the bathroom and later
found out that one of the producers was
talking to my aunt behind my back.
They put microphones on us in the
main studio and said it was “just in case
they happen to quickly walk by us so
that we could wave to the camera.”
I knew they were making that up
though because you do not need a mic
for someone to wave, but they put a mic
on my aunt too so that I would not be
suspicious.
During the last 10 minutes of the
show, in the commercial break,
Lynnette walked up to me with this
look on her face and I knew what was
going to happen next.
I was told that if I wanted to be a
reporter, I would be put on the spot a
lot. So with no preparation to do a live
interview, they told me to get ready for
the unexpected.
They introduced me, I asked my
questions and we talked, then they suddenly said that we were running out of
time, so they let me do the closing of
Saturday's Morning News!
Overall, it was very fun to be invited
to do a small segment and I enjoyed the
experience, but for now, I think that I
will just stick to writing articles.

Visit
www.fullertonobserver.com to
see how you can advertise your
goods or services!

FOR SALE
Larivee P-03 Acoustic Guitar. Solid
mahogany back and sides, Sitka spruce
top, Ebony fretboard and bridge.
Canadian maple binding. Scale length
24", 12 frets to the body. Hard shell
case. Excellent near mint condition.
$950. Call 714-801-8852

NEED HELP?
Visit the following web sites if you are
in need of help:
• www.211oc.com or call 211
• www.ochealthinfo.com
or call 855-OC-Links
• www.ochumanrelations.org
or call (714) 480-6570
(to report hate crimes or incidents)

100th Anniversary Cakes presented by Commander Marilyn Harris
and Adjutant Ed Paul at the December meeting. Photo by Mike Box.

Fullerton American Legion Post 142
Celebrates 100 Years by Ed Paul
This month Fullerton American Legion Post 142 celebrates its 100th anniversary.
Fullerton was one of the first Posts chartered in California after WWI. Post 142
remains one of the most active posts in the State by coordinating the Veterans Day
Parade, Loma Vista Memorial Day Ceremony and providing many scholarships to
students of the three Fullerton high schools. The Post is looking forward to the next
100 years.
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Woodcrest Park
Grand Opening
A Grand Opening and Ribbon
Cutting ceremony for Woodcrest
Park took place Saturday, December
14 at 11:00am.
The renovation of Woodcrest Park
began in 2013 with an initial meeting held with the Fullerton Women’s
Club, the City of Fullerton and
members of the Woodcrest
Community Group, an Ad Hoc committee of concerned area residents
looking to improve the Woodcrest
neighborhood.
That meeting kicked off a series of
events and activities that culminated
in a much-improved park. Families
and community leaders were present
at the ribbon cutting ceremony for
Woodcrest Park.

Assemblymember Sharon Quirk-Silva with moms from the Woodcrest Community Group. Photos by Jesse La Tour

Kids play on new playground equipment at Woodcrest Park.

Park renovations also include new exercise equipment.

Friends enjoying the new swingset.

Kids play with a large parachute at Woodcrest Park.

